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Quarterly Contributors
J>res. R. W. Fairchild of ISNU has writ•
ten 14 articles for the Quarterly in the
past eight years so cannot be called a
stranger even to those magazine readers
who do n o t know him perso n:tlly. Hi s
appreciation of the Navy V•I2 Unit grows
o ut of his close .tssociation with that
group, for to him largely has fallen the
University's s hare o f responsibility for the
unit. lt will be recalled that President
Fairchild came to JSNU in 1933 from
Northwestern Unive rsity.
Dr. Henrietta

Fleck

was appointed

head o f the ho me economics department
las t fall. She came to Normal from Ohio
State Un iversity, whe re she served as a
research ass istant and completed wo rk for

her J>h. D . degree. H ead of the depart•
ment of foods and nutrition at the Univer.
sity of D elaware for 10 )1 Cars, Dr. Fleck
also has had experience :is a hospital dietitian and public school teacher. She is
the au thor of two labo rato ry manuab, a
recipe p r imer, and a number o f magazine
articles in the field of ho me economics.
T-3 Edwin Alben Rakow (degree 193~)
of Bloomington had been teaching in the
city schools for four years when he joined
the Army Signal Corps in August 1941.
He a lso was w orking to ward a master·s
d egree a t the State University of Iowa.
Since entering m ilitary service, he has
been statio ned in California most o f the
time but now is awaiting an overseas
assignment.
H o mer Hurst (degree 1927) is assistant
professor o f his tory 3.t the East T ennessee
State College. He j s a versatile person
who has held many diffe rent types of po$i tions-and who writes poetry (see the
November 1944 Quarterly). As his article reveals, Mr. Hurst is w orking toward
a Ph. D. degree at the George .Peabody
College for Teachers and for his dissertation is completing a study about the in-
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Ruence of ISNU.
Cpl. Russell Steele (1939-43) of the
Army .Air Co rps weather service was a
senior in the JSNU business educa tion
de partment when called to active duty.
Now on furlo ugh, he h;is seen foreign
$ervice for 10 months in n orthern Canada.
Cpl. Steele will be remembered both as a
cross-country runner and sports writer at

the editor at that time resigned. She also
1s to serve as editor the coming summer.
A graduate of the Bloomington H igh
High School in 19-1 2, she is a me mber of
the ISNU Student Council, Latin Club,
Kappa D e lta Epsilon, Sigma Tau D elta,
and now is com pleting he r term as presi•
dent of W o men's League.

lSNU.
Miss Gale Brown, an ISNU junior, has
been editor of The Vidette since the latter
part of the 1944 summer session, when

Dr. Robert S. Ellwood leaves the c~mpus June 1 for Ch:1dron, Neb., whe re he
ha s accepted a positi on as head o f the educa tion d epartment at the State T eachers

College. Dr. Ellwood came to lSNU in
1932 as assistant professor o f the teachins
o f social science from M orton High
School, Cicero. During the summer o f
1941 he rnug ht in the H arvard University
s;rad uate $Choo! o f educatio n. He is coauthor o f two social studies texts and has
hcen president o f the Il linois Council for
the Social Studies.
Cover Picture: Scene at a Navy V-1 2
graduati ns class formal. There have been
five classes; only one remains.

Seamen on Parade

Here are two companies of the Navy V-12 Unit parading across the ISNU campus. The group of apprentice seamen carrying the rooster insignia holds top honors, at least temporarily, among all companies.
The captain's inspection of the Navy contingent on Saturday afternoon each week attracts many visitors
to the University. Following each review, the Navy st udents are on parade before the citizenry.

Navy V-12: An Appreciation
I

LLINOIS State Normal University is now passing
through the fourth major war in its history. \'ilars a rc
conceded to be destructive and even their influence on
schools, especially institutions of higher education, is detrimental. Campus populations decrease in size and reach low

levels of morale, concentration on work is much more difficult than in ordinary times, extra-curricular activities be-

come limited in number and in the extent of their appeal to
students, and restrictions imposed in the interests of the
furtherance of the war program develop unusual tensions.
Despite the foregoing limitations there have been bnght
spots in the activities of Illinois State Normal University
during these war years, and for much of this contrast trom
the dnh e ffects of war we arc indebted to the presence of a
Navy V-t2 Unit on our campus since July 1, 1943. Some
of the values of this participation in the war effort through
this working relationship with the United States Navy have
been general and indirect ; other contributions have hcen
more tangible and along mate rialistic lines.

to War
With the arrival of the Navy V -12 Unit, there appeared
on the campus a definite feeling of our having a part in the
war program and making a real contribution to the total
national effort. Although other cooperative prog rams, the
Navy V-5, t he industrial and agricultural relationships, were
recognized as valuable; yet the size, the nature, and the
close-working relationship of the V-12 Unit made a definite
and serious impression. The orderliness, precision, and
punctuality of the N avy group seemed to carry over to all
parts of t he University. The working relationship with a
forward-lookin g officer personnel was good for the academic
program, and administration and faculty alike learned to
streamline administrative procedures and course offerings.
Directness and economy of time became a part of the civilian program as never before.
The ability of t he University in a single semester to adapt
its program to men arriving from 35 or 40 colleges and

Contribution

universities, scattered from coast to coast, was a self-revelation, just as was the manner in which the apparently im-

can be used to an advantage that would have seemed impossible belore July 1, 1943. For example, a n,-,v cafeteria
will occupy one of these areas in Fell Hall, and Smith H all
will be arranged to accommodate about 10 more men tnan
in pre-war days.
Much special science equipment, especially for physics
classes, has been provided; and t he work in engineering
drawing has been responsible for the add ition of instruments of high q uality, in quantities unlikely for many years.
Physical education equipment, especially an obstacle course,
was forced into the immediate picture and will continue as
a con tribution to the program of the U niversity.

Campus Activities
Without the presence of the Navy V-12 Unit, much, if
not most, .of the social life of the campus would have disappeared. T he participation of the apprentice seamen in
the journalistic, music, speech, and athletic programs
helped to keep those activities alive and in such condition
that they can continue in the post-war days without any of
them having suffered from abandonment .or even serious
curtailment. Athletics especially have been continued in
some sports only because of the presence of Navy V-12 men
on the teams.
Not the least of the contributions of the Navy V-12 program has been the possibility of making use .of the entire
faculty duri ng these war years. Not one member of the
facu lty has been dropped, and in mathematics and science
in particular men from other schools have been added to
the staff. Courses that would have been suspended for the
duration continued to be desirable e lectives beyond the prescribed Navy offerings in certain fields. Some courses offered to meet Navy demands will remain as valuable parts
of the regular curricula of the University.

Morale
I n \'ilorld War I the enrollment of men reached the low
figure of 17. T he low figure of 53 civilian men in the second semester of 1943-44 and the upward range to 79 this

current semester are in somewhat the same proportion to the

immediate location of a house, across from the campus, that

total enrollments as in World War I. H ence the b ig difference the presence of 140 to 260 men of the Navy V-12
U nit has made will be even more appreciated as a morale
bui lder in the years to come as one looks back to the period
of 1943-45.
And now as the Navy V- t 2 Unit leaves the campus of
Illinois State Norma l University on June 30, 1945, there
will be a feeling of genuine appreciatio n of this group of
over 600 men and their officers who have meant so much to
the University and to the communities of Normal and
Bloomington. We shall a lways be indebted to the United
States Navy, to Lt. Meldrim F. Burrill, the commanding
officer of the local Navy V-12 Unit, and to the .other officers
and men who have been so much a part of the University

the Navy and when the unit leaves the campus, tbcse i\reas.

these past two yea rs.

possible in physical plant alterations could be made on Yery
short notice. Nothing seemed impossible of accomplishment.

Physical Plant and Equipment
T he demands of the Navy for an infirmary resulted in the

not only met the needs of the V-12 Unit but will serve 10
advantage in the regular student health program for se>me
future time. How long such a possibility would have hecn
delayed witho ut the force of the Navy program no one
knows. Space within buildings and areas on the campus that
had seemingly been recognized as impossible to cle•n and
change to other uses were rapidly made avai lable for use by
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To Retire This Summer

Miss Stephens

Prof. Adams

F

OUR Illinois State Normal University faculty members
who have served a grand total of 110 years on the Uni•
versity staff plan to retire August 31. An announcement
of the coming retirements was made by Pres. R. W. Fairchild following a meeting of the Teachers College Board on
April 9.

At Normal Since 1909
Of this group of four, Prof. Howard W . Adams, head of
the physical science department, can claim the longest service at ISNU for he joined the faculty as a chemistry teacher
in 1909, five years before Prof. Arthur R. W illiams came
to Normal as head of the commerce department. In 1919
Miss Gertrude Stephens began teaching history classes in
the University High School, and it was in 1928 that Dr.
Rachel M. Cooper became director of the University health

service.
Prof. Adams had taught in rural schools in Keokuk and
Marshall Counties, in an Iowa seminary, and in high schools
at Freeport and Elgin before coming to Normal. He is a
graduate of the Iowa State College and the University of
Chicago. In collaboration with others, he has prepared two
general science textbooks and two chemistry laboratory manuals. His appointment as head of the University physical
science department came in 1934.
Prof. Williams served as a teacher in a W'isconsin mili-

Dr. Cooper

Prof. Williams

tary academy and as an instructor, commercial department

head, and vice-principal in the Deerfield-Sheilds Township
High School at Highland Park prior to joining the JSNU
faculty. The commerce department which he was asked to
organize at Normal now is known as the department of

business education. One of the largest in the University,
it has a war-time enrollment of 139 students majoring in
commercial studies and a teaching staff of seven. Prof.
\'(lilliams is a graduate of Kenyon College and the University of Illinois.

Had W ide Experience
M iss Stephens taught in an elementary school at Murphysboro, and in high schools at Pittsfield, Griggsville, ..nd
El Paso before becoming a member of the University faculty.
She holds a two-year diploma from ISNU and also is a
graduate of the University of Illinois and Columbia University.
Dr. Cooper had engaged in the general practice of medicine at Aurora, Neb., and Danville before she was asked
to head the University health service. With the help of
two registered nurses and an office assistant, she has established a well-organized health program throughout the University which has brought her into contact with thousands
of ISJ\TU students. Dr. Cooper is a graduate of the University of Illinois Medical College.

four more members of the ISNU faculty retire after m:my
years of service. A high school teacher, two department heads, the
University physician---altogether they have been on campus more
than a century.
ranks first.

4

for individual length of service, Prof. Adams
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HOME ECONOMICS HEAD
at ISNU since last fall has been
Dr. Henrietta Fleck, author of
1his article. She succeeded
M iss Frances Conkey, who
g ave up her adiministrative
duties but rema ins on the
tcat·hing staff.

Food and Fitness
F

00D is making front-page news today. Experts in social
problems emphasize that the peace may be lost if we
don't feed the starving people of the world. The war
has aggravated conditions existing for many years. High•
lighted in a recent bulletin of the United States Department
of State are these facts:

Overpopulated war ~enters face the problem o f adequate
l·ood d1stnbut1on. l·ood pnces have advanced. W.orking
mothers encounter difliculty in planning meals adequate for
their families because of limited time that does not correspond with family eating hours.
Individually, we may not be able to make a momentous

Abo11t 75 percent of the people 011 earth never have
had e11011gh to eat- tho11gh two-thirds of 1he people
work at prod11cing food.

for adequacy our own diets. In this manner every well-fed
American can make a contribution to the well-being and
strength of his nation. And in the Jina! analysis, the responsibility of the state of nutrition of a nation rests upon
the shoulders of each and every citizen.

Concern with the relation of f.ood to man's well-being
is not a recent innovation. There is much historical evidence
showing food plays a definite role in the capacities and out·
looks of individuals. An old adage says, "Tell me what a
man eats and I will tell y.o u what he is." These same words
may well be applied to nations. A nation is the reflection of
the kind of people within its borders. Weak, malnourished
people cannot form the nucleuses fo r strong, alert nations.
At this point let us ask .ourselves, " How well-fed are the
people of the United States?" It is true that we are a
powerful _and leading nation today, yet paradoxically ,.mly
from a th,rd to a fourth of our people receive diets which
meet the requirements of nutritional standards. One-third of
our people are on d iets rated as poor, according to the latest
survey. In some famil ies increased incomes due to wartime

conditions may have altered the situation for the better.
Emphasis upon nutrition as a patriotic necessity has no doubt
had a definite effect. On the other hand, many families are
confronted with conditions interfering with good nutrition.
MAY, 1945

change in our nation's state of nutrition, but we can examine

Lists Seven Basic Food Groups
What makes a diet good or poor? Each food in the diet
makes a contribution; but foods vary in the kinds of contribution they offer, some being m.ore valuable than others.
The Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics
evaluates the daily <liet on the basis of inclusion of foods

What .d o you know about diets?
Your individual choice of foods
affects not only you but the strength
of the nation, Dr. Fleck says.

from seven basic groups. If representatives from these
seven groups are included in the day's meals, other foods
may be added, provided they arc compatible with an individual's good digestion and normal weight. The basic
groups are as follows:
Group I Green and yellow vegetables- some raw, some
cooked, frozen or canned- at least one serving
G roup 2 Oranges, tomatoes, grapefru it, or raw cabbage
or salad greens-at least one serving
Group 3 Potatoes and other vegetables and fruits- two
or three servings from this group
Group 4 Milk and milk products (fluid, evaporated,
dried milk or cheese) - at least a pint every
day for every adult and a quart every day for
every growing child
Group 5 Meat, poultry, fish or eggs-one serving daily
of meat, poultry, or fish-one egg daily or
thr<e to four a week
Group 6 Bread, flour, and cereals (natural whole-grain
or enriched) -two to three servings
Group 7 Butter or fortified margarine at each meal
To the layman this list of foods may seem somewhat
confusing. How can they be incorporated into the three
meals of the day? H ere are some suggestions. Start the
day with a good breakfast. Going without breakfast is
almost certain insurance for grouchiness, all-gone feelings,
and related conditions. Breakfast can be a rather simple
meal. Fruit or fruit juice, cereal (prepared or cooked), an
egg or meat substitute, toast, and a beverage constitute a good
pattern. Some readers may call this type of meal a lumberman', hreakfast. but Amerir:1ns would he more equ:il to

the day's tasks if they did a better job of "fueling" in the
morning. Even a reducing diet should boast more than
fruit juice and black coffee, which is on the daily menu
of so many peop le for breakfast.
Many persons not only slow up because they slight breakfast but accentuate their condition with a light lunch. l unch

is a good time for one to have a sandwich, casserole, or
creamed dish; a glass of milk or soup; a salad, fruit, or
simple dessert. N ormal healthy people welcome lunch. It
pulls them through the long afternoon.
A simple pattern can be followed, too, to insure justice
to the seven basic foods at dinner. The main dish may be
meat, cheese, fish, or fowl. Americans like potatoes, and
their place in the diet should be encouraged because potatees
are rich in iron and vitamin C. Noodles, spaghetti, and
rice are not good potato substitutes but may be included
occasionally for variety. Add another vegetable, preferably
green or yellow, or a salad. A sweet of some kind at the
end of a meal gives one a feel ing of satisfaction.
Someone may say, 'That's well and good for the three
meals a day, but what about that in-between snack?" Fruit
- such as an apple, orange, banana, or some kind of other
fresh fruit- fruit juices, raw carrots, a couple of stalks of
celery, a glass of milk, a few whole wheat crackers, or a
couple of graham crackers are suggestions. Rich sundaes and
club sandwiches are " out," unless they do not ruin the
appetite for the next meal or the size of the waistline is not
alarming. Partaking of in-between snacks is a very easy
way to add avoirdupois. Many times individuals are unaware
of the calories they add to their diet. A young girl consulted
the writer about her rapid gain in weight- the cause, she
ni.bbled on raisins almost continually while she studied. A
similar case was that of a young man who gained 20 pounds
6

during a year and insisted his d iet had been the same_ as
that of the previous year. H e overlooked the double-nch
malted milk he drank every night before going to bed!
Attitudes which people have toward food often prevent
them from having adequate diets. Food dislikes present real
problems in meal planning. Mothers often have to plan
diffe rent dishes for the same meal because Johnnie doesn't
like foods creamed and Susie doesn't like butter! Food dislikes aren't as fashionable as they were at one time. Tod,y it
is considered rather provincial to be blessed with many
dislikes. And all too often among people's dislikes are
foods highly desirable for good nutrition such as milk, eggs,
fruits, and g reen vegetables. Food dislikes stem from many
causes. Unpleasant experiences with food, lack of experience
with foods, and unfortunate comments about food are some
of the causes. A person can do much to overcome dislikes if
he makes an honest effort to do so. O ccasionally an individual is allergic to the foods which he dislikes. It is well
for one to be checked by a physician on this score.
Another undesirable attitude toward food is lack of interest in checking one's diet for adequacy. Very o ften individuals make the comment, "Why bother ? I eat anything I
please!" "What I please" often includes a few foods not
g ifted with a wide range of nutrients. A variety of foods is
to be encou raged at all times. People who follow limited
diets or eat without planning their food are the ones who
complain of vague aches and p ains and are never quite up
to par.
T he individual who accepts wholeheartedly the claims o f
advertisers for each new food on the market may play havoc
with his state of nutrition. Today it may be a cereal; tomorrow, a fruit j uice; the next day, a bread. No one food
is capable of performing miracles. Eating the right foods
must be a day-by-day ritual with no side-stepping if health
is to be in the picture.

Fads Are Absurd
Food fads, too, often interfere with the procurement of
an adequate diet. It is very difficult to combat beliefs about
fcods which have been handed down to us th rough generations. Many people cling to fancies tenaciously and reiuse
to examine them without prejudice. If Grandma said so,
it must be true! These fads have no scientific basis and
are absurd, generally. The most ardent advocates of food
theories frequently do not keep silent about their findings
but disperse inaccurate information to the world and often
convert people more readily than do sane and qualified
nutritionists. Food fads sometimes are concerned with the
specific effect of foods-celery is a nerve tonic, tomatoes
clear the brain, onions cure a cold. All these foods '11ake
excellent contributions to the diet but not of the natu re
ascribed to them. Queer ideas often are associated with the
cooking and processing of foods; for example, toasted bread
has no calorics. This idea is without foundation. Faddists
also draw attention to combinations of food which they
call dangerous or poisonous such as orange juice and milk,
lobsters and ice cream. T here is no scientific basis for these
beliefs.
It is easy to be careless about diet much in the same
manner as it is to be ind ifferent to sleep and exercise. But
if each of us studies the importance of eating and checks
the basic seven foods in our diet, much can be done to
improve our quality and quantity of living . And as eac11 of
us improves in eating hab its, we add to the strength of our
grea(· country.
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

Street Crossing: Prewar
Nursed on the Armistice, bottled on the fight
for peace, weaned on its diabolic failure,
graduated on depression, and struggling
with revolution, the young man wonders.
He wonders why not drnck in this Jiving.
He waits for the traJT,c signals.
What has been gained?
Meagre pay and little thanks from a hickory
fibred capitalist.
And yet life sings its strange tune : accept
with publisher's best regards presentation
copy of Leave, of G.rass do you carry
bird seed here shopping list lost,
eye glasses, Cousin Phoebe photo, expense
book, oranges, underwear.
T aught in the grades to love your neighbor
as yourself;
Learned in high school to distrust dreams
and high hopes;
Experienced in college friendships, knowledge,
and the futility of learning too much
beauty in a willy-nilly world,
Living, the young man sees the joke in
life's absurdities: millions of
contract fans insist on the
positively absolutely latest laws
and self-teachers that one man
can build a fifty-million dollac
palace and big business tries to
make the Constitution its covenant
ark and a nation goes crazy over
Monopoly or Deadly Double while
nations monopolize and monopolize to
shake hands with unsheathed swords
behind their backs peace on earth good
will to men.
These are the lessons the young man learned
for himself from school and life:
Cultivate tolerance ;

Love internationally;
Feel hurt not to admire the selling of chewing gum
by honest little waifs;
Feel simple sorrow over life's little tragedies
which the headlines loudmouth
every day: brakes do not hold, thirtylive freight cars smash cab of engine,
crushing fireman to death, engineer
severely scalded, brilliant young coed
on trial for shooting roommate, doctor

dies experimenting on his cure for cancer.
Yc-t in the Middlcwest in summer time the
lireAies play hide-and-seek among
the corn,
Whose whispecings go up from the intemperate
earth to the sky like the quiet of a
city in the night, and .. ,
Red, amber, green, walk. ..

The young man goes home to lunch,
*Reprinted from Living Poetry Quarterly.
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Life singing its strange lune.
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Staying Power
This ISNU alumnus reminisces about his undergraduate days
and reveals the outstanding phenomenon he has uncovered about
the University while engaged in research for his doctoral dissertation. That research, he tells us, has brought new appreciation of his
alma mater.

T HERE
was a boxcar on the siding, and two racks of
baled hay were ready to pull up. Livery stables in Terre Haute and other cities along the Pennsy were waiting
for the feed. But, the local had pulled out after switching
the boxcar to a spot several feet beyond the best place for
loading. Sweaty neighbors, hauling from the field, looked
'er over and didn't like 'er.
"Well, let's get a bar and start inchin' 'er back," said
one, and several started to move.
"Wait a minute, boys," said my father, and he touched
Old Molly as his hands slid down to drof the traces. A few
quick moves at the front, the fetchi ng o a chain and a singletree. Hitd1ing the black mare to the business end of the
boxcar took but a moment. A hay hand mounted the car to
release the brake.
"All right, now, let's go. Easy, easy. Let's go, Molly."
And she did. And so did the boxcar. Dad wasn't leading
or driving. He was standing several feet away, just telling
Molly what to do.
What I remember most about that day back in 1917 i·s
that no one asked, "Will she stay?" Of course she'd "stay."
Nobody doubted the black mare and her pulling qualities.

***
How old need one be to reminisce about his alma mater?
Or, how long does one need to be "out" of his undergraduate days before he can bore people with "I remember when"
or a like theme? In my case, it is almost 20 years after. But
the old urge returns each fall, when the air has that certain
smell, and the leaves take on those special colors. No,talgia, you may say; but it's just plain homesickness for
Normal.
Appreciation for Old Normal grows with the years. It
was David Felmley's contention that the ISNU exerted her
influence through the great educators serving under her colors, not thcough any magic program or course of study. The
spirit was in the individuals who were there. It was carried
abroad by graduates. There is no reason to believe that matters have changed.
There were giants in those days of rhetoricals and daily
gen. ex. I only pause to mention a few of the teachers who
shaped us--0ften by leaving the word unspoken. Deeds
every day counted. Twenty years later I begin to see those
people whole. Dean Manchester, Professor Schroeder, Professor Palmer, President Felmley, Miss Colby, Miss Milner,
8

Professor Cavins-and, of the younger ones, Professor Harper, Dean Linkins, and Coach Horton.

Not Indispensable
Let me linger: Mr. Cavins showed me that a student
could be excused from a class in spelling in favor of a trip
to a jeweller to get a watch crystal replaced; President Fdmley thanked me for the prompt repayment of a loan, and
added a flattering word oi encouragement; Miss Colby read
"My Lost Youth" before chapel- and it's still running
through my head; I was dismissed from my job at the library- I never knew why, and was too stubborn to askand it showed me I was not the indispensable man; Professor Palmer showed us that he-men have a right to enjoy
poetry; Dean Manchester and Professor Schroeder always
asked questions and gave answers man to man as if uprightness and truth are precious.
A doctoral program demands a dissertation subject, and
mine is centered at Normal. It is a pleasant task to explore
the influence of the sd,o.ol from 1857 to 1927. I spent four
years at the ISNU; there have been infrequent return trips;
my former students, including Captain "Cotton" Neer,
Mildred Phillippe, Eleanor McCrory, Nadine Patchett, and
Virginia Linn have sung its praises; but, research brings
new appreciation.

Thcough all of my study of the 70-year period one phe•
nomenon stands out- the "staying power" of Old Normal.
She bred great men and women in every period of her history. They were all consecrated to the teaching profession.
The ISNU has sent some 300 of her graduates and 100 of
her faculty into 48 eastern and 50 western state-supported
normal schools and teachers colleges. She is so-represented
in 15 eastern and 19 western states. Down here at the
ETSC at Johnson City I find Miss Blanche Britton ( degree
1927) still on the job. Over at Nashville the names of
Charles McMurry, Frank Bachman and Fremont Wirth are
synonymous with Peabody.

Mission Remains
Normal's program has seen rev,s,on. Personnel has
changed. Buildings have been added. But the mission of
preparing teachers for the schools of a great nation has
remained fixed. When educational tempests have centered
around Old Main- and there have been many tempests
since 1857, some of recent memory-the sons and daughters
of a great school have never thought of asking, "Will she
stay?" Of course she'll stay.
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

North of 55
HROUGH the bush and muskeg country, north of the for the lakes and streams of the muskeg and bush country
5 5th parallel, a band of soldiers is at work on a page are a true fisherman's paradise.
Even north of 55 there are six or eight weeks a year in
of the war far behind the stories of the front. Here
U. S. Army outp.ost and base weather stations manned by several regions when it is almost warm enough for one to
enjoy
swimming. Main nemeses of swimming and fishing
AAF weather and communications men dot the map of
North America from Labrador and Hudson Bay to western are the swarms of mosquitoes and black flies that can be
very annoying. Luckily, they do not reach their full fighting
Alaska.
For the past year I have been in just such station_s. Here strength until over half of the warm weeks are gone.
In the early fall the northern lights, affectionately known
we face an entirely different enemy from those soldiers usually meet. Our immediate foe is the cold and dismalness to weathermen as the "aurbo," are seen at their best all
of isolated locations--the war seems farther away than ever. through the northern wastes. Painting the sky from horizon
We've come a long way from college days and dreams to ex- to dome with all the colors of the rainbow, they are indeed
a wonderful sight. A few trickles of pale light herald their
periences that are not all dark.
Why are we stationed on this side of the globe? By cir- coming, and there is a gradual build-up of strength and color
cling toward the polar regions, a number of air routes to- until the display overshadows everything else. It looks like
day cut off hundreds of miles and several hours in flying streamers of gas wavering and flickering as it burns th rough
time for each plane heading toward front areas. Planes, the heavens.
T he winter keeps us inside most of the tiJ?)e, but ther~ are
equipment, time, and lives of men are several t~~es saved
by the knowledge at all times of weather conditions over still days that permit outdoor sports. Very little ammunition
is
sent where it is not needed in wartime. This cramps our
these routes and of conditions at the terminals which are the
stepping-stones to Europe and Asia. Weather reports sent chances of bagging a moose or wolf; but skiini:;, . snowout from northern Canada and Alaska are of particular im- shoeing, and skating are popular wherever faohties are
portance to forecast centers at air bases of Air Transport available. Temperatures touch a low of 40 degrees below
zero often du ring this season but usually the mercury hangs
Command's Alaskan and North Alantic wings.
At all stations complete pictures of weather conditions in the neighborhood of zero or a few degrees below.
are recorded, encoded, and transmitted several times daily.
Large gray bush wolves leave tracks in the snow at night
Delay stations and key forecast centers gather, study, and as they curiously investigate us, but most of the fur0beare_rs
analyze observations taken simultaneously over half a con- are seldom seen. M.ost prevalent of the larger animals in
tinent. From these, trained forecasting personnel can tell the North are the mig rating caribou upon which the Indians
more than 85 percent of the time what weather conditions depend for much of their food and clothing. Bear, moose,
to expect as far in advance as 48 hours and more.
deer, fox, coyote, muskrat, b eaver, and rabbit are all here in
Life in the North Country is not easy, but on the the wild. Occasionally a lucky GI bags a wolf or moose;
average it is not so rugged as stories claim. The toughest others are always trying to trade for or buy furpieces. And
spots are usually the northernmost and more isloated se_c- silver fox wraps, g ifts directly from the North, are proudly
tions, but now the small teams of men that run stations in worn to church back on the home front.
such spots are carefully selected and rotated back to the
T he Special Services Division of the Army, the American
.bases as soon after six months' duty as possible. Sometimes Red C ross, and general Yankee "fix it" work toget~er to
the only white people visible are the local employees of shorten the long winter hours. At all the base and railroad
Hudson's Bay Co. "The Bay" is an institution throughout detachments will be found movie projectors, and shows are
the North from Baffinland to Alaska. In some localities, passed around on regular circuits weekly. Most all detachits store or trading post is the only source of supply and mar- ments have G I radio sets, record attachments, and copies of
the Armed Forces editions of hook series. At outposts
ket for furs.
Summer is short but very worthwhile in the N orth. reached only by air, supplies and mail are dropped in from
Untouched nature is the rule rather than the exception, and Norsemen or other sturdy aircraft at least monthly.
the out-of-doors beckons to those with free time from duty
Old hobbies are renewed and perfected, and new ones
after an eight-month winter. To one on a flight over north- sprouted. One fellow grinds hunting-knife blades out of
ern Canada and Alaska it seems that half of the surface of band steel and fashions the handles himself. M.ost everyone
the earth is lakes and streams. Fishing reports with a Paul is either an amateur photograph er or a collector of prints.
Bunyan touch go back home in writing and by word of
(Continued on page 23)
mouth. They are usually backed up by p ictures for proof,

T

The Air Force corporal who writes this article has been north
of 55 for almost a year. An ISNU alumnus, he offers first-hand information about the weather service and its part in the war.
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JN T H E STUDENT LOUNGE ar<: magazines, a rccur<l-plarer, radio, game tables-and students.

Wartime Social Activities
0

NE plus one equals two.

Women's League plus
University Club equals a whole-the social activities
of Old Normal. Add a fraction of the NAVYISNU's V -12 Unit- and the sum is fun plus.
Time was when men abounded and date affairs were
in vogue. Co-op parties •- mainly attended by couple; were the events of the year. Wartime society has taken on
a new appearance - has had its face lifted. Each woman
has assumed the place of two and accepted the responsibi lities created by a decided man shortage. N ew and different ideas have come forth to combat a situation confronting
all American colleges today. As usual, ISNU women have
o riginated many r.ovel non-date affairs without succumbing
to the impending social paralysis.
One of the first new .v entures which Women's League attempted was a buffet tea dance early in the spring of 1943
- during the last days .of Fell H a ll as a women's dormitory. The social hou r with refreshments, dancing, and conversation proved a success judg ing from the response to a
second party of the same type. Successful though they
were, when the Navy took over Fell Hall as its dorm, such
parties gave way to others since there seemed to be no
suitable location for the get-togcthers.
Undaunted by prevailing conditions, women once again
found an answer. For the first time in its history, Illinois
State Normal University had a benefit card party sponsored
by one of its o rganizations and arranged on its campus.
Tickets were sold only to students, faculty members, and
10

friends of the University. Besides cards, other amusements
were furnished - games and a Aoor show presenting student talent, both Navy and civilian. Since this party was
designed as strictly a time for f un, prizes were not g iven at
the end of the p lay; however, refreshments were sold
th roughout the evening. A sizable contribution to the Red
Cross was made possible by th is and similar parties emphasizing the patriotic theme during the past two years.
Many alumni participated in another of the non-date social events of w:utime college ti fe, when, at Homecoming,
they attended the canteen. Planned to provide entertainment, formerly supplied by the first of two annual H omecoming dances after the p lay, this all-school affair gave students, faculty members, and alumni an opportunity to get
together and relive those .. good old days." This year's canteen featured the Andrews sisters - a trio of sailors,
dressed to lit the part, who performed in pantomime to
records of the famous radio team's music.
One canteen idea followed another, and the result was
a Thanksgiving canteen in the student lounge of O ld M ain.
Since wartime restrictions have limited the number and
len,gth of vacations, the T hanksgiving vacation the past t,vo
yea rs has necessarily been shortened to a sing le day. This
situation, of course, made it impossible f o r most students
to go home for the holiday. To meet the need for entertainment on this "left hand" day, Women's League planned
an afternoon of cards, games, dancing, and refreshments,
(Continued on page 23 )
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Workshops: In-Service Courses for Teachers
kt, R.olwtt S. Cl/wood

0

NE of the most significant current trends in teacher
education has been the development of workshops for
teachers. T hese have been organized in school systems
to meet local problems, in teacher-training instituti,ons
to meet needs of teachers in service and to help meet
problems arising in school systems in thei r areas. The
Illinois State Normal University has been in the forefront
of this development. In 1940 a social studies workshop,
affi liated w ith the University, was held at East Bay Camp,
Lake Bloomington. This was only four years a fter the
first workshop was organized at Ohio State U niversity.
Since 1940 workshops have been offered ann ua lly at the
University.
.
Workshops are in-service COlirScs for experienced teachers.
As such they differ from most regular courses in that the
work begins directly w ith the needs, interests, and problems
that have been discovered on the job by the participat ing
teachers and administrators. Workshops have at least a
three-fold purpose: ( I) to fill in g aps found i n the preservice work, (2) to help teache rs keep abreast of new
developments in procedures and theory, and ( 3) to meet
problems arising in school systems. Because of the flexibility
of organization, the democratic atmosphere, t he cooperative
b uilding of a program of activit ies based on the needs,
interests, and problems of the participating teachers, workshops are a most significant development in t he field of

teacher education.
T eachers enrolled in workshops enjoy the benefits of
mutual discussion of their work and have opportunit ies to
study individually and in small informal g roups. T he

instructors act as guides and counsel.ors in the intensive
study of the problems selected by those enrolled.
Workshops at Illinois State Normal University appeal

particularly to those : who wish to revi~e their courses of
st udy in t he light .of current needs; who are recen tly re-

turned to teaching and wish to refresh subject-matter backgrounds o r become better acquainted with new developments
in their fields; who desire g uidance in meeting special
problems arising in teaching, reading, adjust ing school

activities to slow learners, selecting curriculum materials,
meeting youth problems, and selecting and using audiov isual aids; who are confronted with problems in reorganizing work in physical education in h armony with t he new

state physical education law ; who are interested in improving rural education.
The workshop draws upon many University resources
such as special lib rary services an d the training school.
Conferences are often planned with special teachers. Visits
are arranged for those especially interested in such places
as ind ustrial plants, farm homes, cooperative enterprises,
government agencies, and welfare institutions. Group dis•
cussions a re held when varied v iewpoi nts on teaching
p rob lems are desirable. A new University resource especially
interesting to workshop participants is the curriculum laboratory developed by a University committee on curriculum in
cooperation with the admi nistration and the Milner Library.
Hundreds of courses of study, tests, and othe r curriculum
materials a re avai )able in t h e laboratory. Housed in t he
same room at the Milner Library is the textbook library
containing current texts used in elementary and secondary
education. These two resources are invaluable aids to students preparing units, courses of study, and other curriculum

materials.
Each member of th e workshop centers h is efforts on t he
solution of a definite problem or the completion of a
specific task. His work may result in the preparation of
!ome one or more of the following teaching aids: prog rams
of study; worksheets; reading lists, tests, check lists, o r
other measures of . evaluation ; manuscripts for teachers' or
( Continued on page 23)

WORKSHOP CONFERE NCE
between students and teacher,
who in this case happens to b2
the author~ Dr. Ellwood.
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Daughters and Sons of Alumni
Eleanor Mae Allen, Carlock

Alta Sc,-ibne,· Allen, (1913-14, 1915-16)
Frank Allen (1938)

Helen Grace Brigham, Normal

Helen Maxwell Brigham (1920-21 )

Patricia Ann Chesebro, Saunemin

Katharine Kyser Chesebro (1903-04, 1908-09)

Ellen Elaine Dawson, Lovington

Ferne Ogle Dawson (1917-20)

Mary Alice Glenn, Yorkville

Robert I. Glenn (degree 1927)

Alice Frances Grover, Bloomington

Kathryn Powers Radocay (1919-20)

Garland Martha Lind, Rochelle

Caroline Rogde Lind (1898-99)

Peggy Marshall, Clinton

Ma,·y E. Derr Marshall (1907-08)
Fred L. Marshall (1901-10, 1918-19, 1926) , deceased

Mary Olson, Deland

Nelda Lamb Olson ( diploma 1913)

Patricia Anne Parret, Normal

Cynthia Rieck Parret ( diploma 1915 )

Ruth Pence, Idaho Falls, Idaho

G,·ace Lee Radford Shive (1908-09, 1911-12)

Marjorie Ann Reeves, Cisco

Elizabeth Cosby Reeves (1913-15 )
Berl L. Reeves (diploma 1914)

Catherine V. Ring, Normal

Esther Smith Ring (1915-16)
Eli Franklin Ring (1910-11, 1914-16, 1920-23, 1927, 1930)

Gertrude Edith Robinson, Normal

Anita Myers Robinson ( diploma 1919)

F ranees Elizabeth Rolley, Magnolia

Pearle Whitaker Rolley (1917-18, 1919-20)

Dorothy Mae Ropers, Lincoln

Hazel Ball Ropers (1913-14, 1915-16)

Jessie Rowe, Seneca

Florence McColm Rowe (1907-08)

Patricia Weldon, Normal

Emily Theressa Sweeney Weldon (1904-05)
fohn

J.

IIYeltion (1902-06)

''Charlotte Wilcox, Minonk

Lottie Mabel Benedict W ilcox (1910)

Anna Nadine Wood, Manteno

Mary Gerrick Wood (1913-14)

*Candidate for Master of Science in Education degree.
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Around the Clock
At Normal

Commencement
Dr. William S. Gray of the University of Chicago, who
was graduated from ISNU in 1910, will give the address
at the eighty-sixth University Commencement on Monday,
June 4. This comes at 3 p.m. in the outdoor amphitheater.
His topic will be ' "The Challenge of the Future.'"
There are now 170 candidates for Bachelor of Science in
Education degrees and one cand idate for the Master of
Science in Education degree. She is Miss Charlotte (Betty)
Wilcox, who received a bachelor's degree from ISNU in
1940. This will be the first time an Illinois state teachers
college has awarded a master's degree.
ISNU seniors are being invited to attend the annual
alumni luncheon at 11 :30 a.m. Monday, June 4, in Cook
H all. Complimentary tickets are to be furnished through
the courtesy of the Alumni Association. Greetings at the
luncheon will be extended by Mrs. Helen Bundy Brown,
senior president; D r. Gray, the Commencement speaker,
and Pres. R. W. Fairchild. Miss Betty Bremer, '45, will
sing; her accompanist is to be Miss Patricia Chesebro, '45.
Acting President William Small of the Alumni Association
will preside at a short business meeting.
Members of classes holding reunions will convene in the
student lounge at 10 a. m. for informal meetings and then
go to Cook Hall for the luncheon. Reunion chairmen include: 1935- Preston Ensign, 1925-Miss Neva McDavitt,
1920-Dr. Regina Connell, 1915-Ehme Joosten and Mrs.
Katherine Carstairs Adolph, 1905- Mrs. Mildred McKinney Corrington, and 1895- Mrs. Flora Thompson Manchester.

Post-War
A special education building costing $976,903 now is
among projects approved by the state Budgetary Commission and the Illinois Post-War Planning Commission for
MAY,
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immediate construction at ISNU following the close of the
war. Plans for the building will be among those of postwar projects presented to the current legislature.
Recommended by Frank G. Thompson, director of registration and education, the building recently was brought to
the attention of the Budgetary Commission through the
interest of Sen. Wilbur J. Cash. Scheduled as part of a
long-term building program at ISNU, it was given a new
priority rating when officials learned there are some 125,000
handicapped children in Illinois of which only 12,000 are
receiving adequate education. The University was authorized by the Teachers College Board to educate teachers of
exceptional children in September 1943. The new structure
will be used in the special education program designed for
prospective teachers.
The cost of immediate post-war projects at Normal now
totals $3,115,171. In addition to the special education
building, this sum will provide for an administrationspeech-music building having an auditorium unit, enlargement of the University heating plant, purchase of additional
land, and the conversion of Capen Auditorium into clossrooms.

Alumni
Reports of six ISNU Club meetings have reached the
alumni office since the February number of the Quarterly
appeared.

Febmary. Some 20 persons attended the luncheon
February 10 arranged by ISNU alumni in St. Petersburg,
Fla. "We made up in quality what we lacked in number,"
the club president, Mrs. Jessie Peasley Scott, writes. Meeting with the group this year was Manfred J. Holmes,
professor emeritus of education at ISNU. Everyone present
had an opportunity to "speak his mind," according to Mrs.
Scott, and there was no formal program. " Of course, we
were all old-timers-no one else would be loafing around
down here in these times," Mrs. Scott concludes. She was
re-elected president of the club, and H. E. Waits was again
named vice-president while Miss Bessie Spencer is to serve
another year as secretary.
April. Miss Darlene Speagle of the Edinburg High
School was elected president of the Christian County !Sl\11.J
Club at the annual meeting of the g roup April 9 in Taylorville. Other new officers include Miss Charlene Paul of
Pana, :vice-president, and Miss Dorothy !{arms of Taylorville, secretary-treasurer. Dr. Leslie A. Holmes showed the
ISNU film, "Across the Campus.'' Others attending from
13

Normal were Dr. Richard G. Browne, Mrs. Janet M. Dohmann, and Mrs . .Gertrude M. Hall. The retiring officers
of the chili are Miss Elizabeth Craggs, president, and Miss
Bertha Nickols, secretary-treasurer.
The fifty-seventh annual meeting of the Chicago JSNU
Club was held April 21 in Chicago with 77 persons present.
Following the luncheon a musical program was presented
by the University Women's Ensemble, directed by Miss
Emma R. Knudson. Pres. R. W. Fairchild told about postwar plans for the University, and Dr. Holmes showed the
colored film of campus activities. Officers of the club for
the coming year include: Lynn Watson, president; Mrs.
Nina Detwiler Saar, vice-president; Miss Lois Whitaker,
secretary-treasurer, and Mrs. Mae Voigt Zilm, assistant
secretary-treasurer.
The Macon County ISNU Club held its annual dinner
April 25 in Decatur with 83 persons present. The Decatur
H igh School Modernaires entertained with a number of
choral selections. Mrs. E. A. Gastman (Belle Hobbs, d iploma 1881) recalled some interesting memories of Normal.
Ten past presidents of the club were introduced by Miss
Luella Schultze, the current president, who presided.
Following a short talk by President Fairchild, Dr. Holmes
showed the campus movies. New officers of the club are
Miss Ruth Bane, president; Mrs. Florence White, vicepresident; Miss Ruth Ann Shepard, secretary, and C. E.
Pearson, treasurer.
May. The Piatt County ISNU Club held an evening
party May 3 in Monticello. There were 29 persons present
including the following from Normal: Mrs. Hall, Dr.
Rose E. Parker, Dr. Esther L. French, Dr. Charles E.
Decker, and Dr. Holmes. Musical selections were given
by high school students, short talks were made by the ISNU
guests, and Dr. Holmes showed the film entitled "Across
the Campus." The new officers of the club are Mrs. Emileen
Evans, president; Mrs. Anna Warren, vice-president, and
Mrs. Mahe! Copeland, secretary-treasurer. Those retiring
from office include Miss Eleanor Junker, president, and
Miss Guyneth Blacker, treasurer.
Miss Miriam Manchester was named president of the
Will County ISNU Club at a dinner meeting in Joliet
May 8. The other officers, who will serve during the coming year, are Miss Vivian Sallenbach, vice-president; Mrs.
Margaret Slocum, secretary-treasurer. There were 43 persons in attendance at the dinner. The club president, Miss
Louise Sullivan, presented a number of guests from the
city schools as well as Mrs. Hall and Mrs. Dohmann of the
ISNU alumni office. Dr. Holmes showed the campus film,
Miss Margaret Bolt.on,. a member of the club, _sang two
vocal selections, and Miss Sallenbach led group smgmg.
Members of the Kankakee County ISNU Club are arranging a dinner meeting for Monday, May 28. Miss
Josephine Mathews, the club president, and Miss Edith
Redfield, the secretary, are being assisted by a number of
committees. The program will include the showing of the
campus film, the presentation of campus news, and group
singing.

begins July 2, with the opening of the eight-week summer
session. The federal grants will go to teachers interested
in participating in school-community health programs next
year. They are to be selected by the Illinois Department
of Health, University officials, and school administrators.
Dr. Ruth Sumner, consultant with the United States Public
Health Service, will assist with the summer program as
will 15 to 20 other health specialists. In addition to participating in the health workshop, each student will be allowed
to enroll for a course in some related field. The workshop
carries both underg raduate and graduate credit, the type of
credit allowed depending upon student qualifications and
work completed. Arrangements have been made for the
75 teachers receiving federal grants to live together in the
Illinois Wesleyan University residence halls in Bloomington.

F.aculty
Changes in rank of 18 faculty members were announced
recently by President Fairchild. Those promoted from associate professor to full professorships are Dr. Arthur H.
Larsen and Miss Emma R. Knudson. Names of those
promoted from assistant professor to associate professor
include the following: Dr. Gladys Bartle, Miss Bernice
Cooper, Dr. W . I. DeWees, Dr. Claude M. Dillinger, Dr.
Nina E. Gray, C. M. Hammerlund, Dr. Harold F. Koepke,
Dr. Harlan W . Peithman, Dr. Lloyd 0. Poland, Dr. John
L. Reusser, Dale B. Vetter. Dr. Gray, Prof. Hammerlund,
and Prof. Vetter now are on leave of absence. Those promoted from instructor to assistant professor include: M iss
Mary S. Arnold, Miss Clara L. Guthrie, Miss Marion G.
Miller, and Miss Bernalillo W illiams. Miss Miller now is
on leave of absence. Max Honn, who has been a faculty
assistant, now is an instructor.
Dean Chris A. DeYoung is the author of an article on
recommendations for post-war education in Illinois appearmg in the March issue of Illinois Education. The article has
been reprinted in leaflet form and distributed widely by
the !EA. Dean DeYoung is educational consultant for the
Illinois Post-War Planning Commission.
Miss Edith I. Atkin, associate professor of mathematlCS,
emerita, has been named president of the I SNU Fa~ulty
W.omen's Club for the coming year. She was elected at a
dinner meeting of the group on April 26. The retiring
president is Dean Anna L. Keaton.
Dr. Arthur H. Larsen, Miss Elsie Brenneman, and Dean
Keaton attended a regional conference on counselor training sponsored by the Occupational Information and Guidance Service of the United States Office of Education in
Chicago April 16-20.

Health

A special committee on student housing has been appointed at each of the teachers colleges and chairmen of
the committees will serve on a general committee, which
includes representatives of the Teachers College Board.
Members of the housing committee at ISNU a re Dr. Ray
M. Stombaugh, the chairman, Dean Keaton, Dr. Henrietta
Fleck, Dean R. H. Linkins, and Prof. J. W. Green.

The United States Department of Health is offering
grants worth $ 100 each to 75 school teachers for the study
of health education at ISNU. The special health program

Miss Frances Conkey was g ranted a leave of absence in
April following the death of her father. She plans to remain at her home in Homer until the opening of the fall
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semester. Dr. Madge Coble of Liberty, N. C., now is
carrying on Miss Conkey's duties. Dr. Coble recently completed work for a Ph.D. degree at the Ohio State University.
She formerly was assistant state supervisor of home economics in North Carolina and a member of the University
of Arkansas faculty.
Four members of the faculty participated in a visitationstudy conference sponsored by the Illinois Association of
Supervisors at Peoria March 23. They were Dean DeYoung,
Dr. Parker, Miss Laura M. Schroeder, and Prof. Floyd T.
Goodier.
Dr. Lenore Geweke spoke on "Educational Principles
Applied to the Teaching of High School Latin" at a conference for teachers of the classical languages at Cornell
College, Mt. Vernon, Ia., May 12.
Dr. Robert S. Ellwood, assistant professor of the teaching
of social science since 1Y32, goes to the State Teachers
College at Chadron, Neb., Junc l, where he has accepted a
position as professor of education and head of the educallon
department. Dr. Ellwood came to ISNU from the Morton
High School, Cicero. During the summer of 194 1 he
taught in the Harvard University graduate school of educat10n and during the spring of 194 2 served on the staff of
the National Institute of Government at Washington, D. C.
He is the co-author of two social studies texts and has been
president of the Illinois Council for the Social Studies as
well as editor of the council magazine.
Miss Huberta Clemans l1a1s completed the requirements
for the Doctor of Education degree at Teachers College,
Columbia University, and will receive this award in absentia June 5. She holds a bachelor's degree from Cornell
College, Mt. Vernon, Ia., a master's degree from Col umbia
University, and has been a member of the ISNU facuity
since 1936.

Students
Miss Marian Rouse of Mundelein recently was elected
president of the Student Council for the 1945-46 school
year. Named to head three organizations for ISNU women
were Miss Marjorie Johnson of Walnut, president of
Women's League; Miss Shirley Kelly of Elgin, president,
Women's Recreation Association, and Miss Martha Lewis,
president, Young Women's Christian Association. Edwin
Shepherdson of Mechanicsburg is the newly elected president of the University Club. He takes office in September.
Miss Margaret Anne Stipp of Putnam will edit The
Vidette beginning in September, Miss Mary Brucker of
Colfax will serve as business manager, and Miss Janet Blundell of Chicago, as managing editor. The present editor,
Miss Gale Brown of Bloomington, will continue to act in
this capacity during the summer session. Assisting her as
business manager will be Miss Isabelle Simpson of Pana.

Stunts
One of the five stunts entered in the annual stunt show
sponsored by the University Club May 4, "Dear Mom,"
a production of the Women's Physical Education Club, was
voted first place. The Lowell Mason Club won the second
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place trophy. "Dear Mom," a colorful skit, included various
dancing numbers representing places mentioned by a sailor
in letters to his mother. "Carnegie Stall," given by the
music organization, was a presentation by the Blooeyville
Symphony Society, a barn dance version .of a symphony
concert. Other organizations entering stunts in the competition were the Social Science Club, Business Education
Club, and Jesters. The faculty stunt, which did not compete
for the prizes, was based on an imaginary dream by President Fairchild. Different members of the staff presented
exaggerated demands for the post-war period.

Speech
The Philadelphians were victorious in the annual WrightPhil contest March 16. This gave them 44 victories to some
37 victories obtained by the Wrightonians. The final count
this year was five to two with the Philadelphians victorious
in the piano, extempore speaking, and oration events as well
as the debate. T he Wrightonians won the vocal music and
dramatic reading events.
Miss Connie T homassen of Bloomington, a freshman
student, won the schoolwide discussion contest sponsored
by the speech department the first three weeks in March.
Miss Edith Morris of Tiskilwa won the poetry reading
event, and Miss Marjorie Johnson of Walnut won the
oratorical event in the forty-second annual Edwards medal
contest at JSNU April 11. T here were three orators and
six readers competing for the gold medals given by members
of the Edwards family in memory of Dr. Richard Edwards,
second presiden t of ISNU.

Music
A series of music dinics were sponsored this spring by
the music department. H . E. Nutt of the Vandercook School
of Music, Chicago, was the guest conductor at the band
clinic February 28 ; Franklin Kreider, music director at the
Collinsville Township High School, was the guest conductor at the o rchestra clinic April 10, and George Hower•
ton, director of choral activities at Northwestern Unive rsity,
was guest conductor at the vocal clinic May 18. The chree
clinics were open to laymen interested in music as well as
to music supervisors and teachers.

Art
Reproductions of famous paintings from the collection
of the ISNU art depa rtment went on display in the Milner
Library art gallery April 29. The exhibit, open until June 4,
includes representative reproductions from works of the
world's greatest artists. "They are the very finest procurable," ,ccording to Dr. Louis A. Hoove r, "and provide the
public with a line opportunity of studying paintings in
their original colorings."
The annual exhibi( of student art projects has been on
d isplay in the art ikpartment rooms during May. 11,ere
"re many types of wor~ represented- soap carvings, stencils,
woven pieces, metal work, o il, pastel, and water color

paintings.
Miss Dorothy Sherrard of Normal, a senior in the art
department, won a special scholarship award of $ 115 given
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by the W. H. Roland fi rm for the best work in the entire
exhibit sponsored in April by the Bloomington Art Associa•
tion. She also took the first place award of $25 for her craft
work entered in the crafts division.

Veterans
A testing service has been established at the Un iversity
for the giving of examinations and tests and occupational
diagnoses to veterans, which will aid them to determine
the training necessary for restoring them to employability.
The contract with the federal government provides that
lSNU will assist veterans who voluntarily ask for help as
well as those assigned here by the Veterans Administration.
Participating in the program are the following faculty members: Dr. C. F. Malmberg, Dr. Larsen, Dr. Parker, Dr.
Stanley S. Marzolf, and Dr. Claude M . Dillinger. The
Veterans Administration is to provide a fu ll.time counselor,
a secretary, and a field representative.

science department, was named winner of the Kappa Delta
Pi sophomore medal, given to the sophomore student holding the highest honor point average.
Guest speakec at the convocation was Pres. Franklyn B!iss
Snyder of Northwestern U niversity.

Scholarships
Of the 942 different civilian students registering at ISNU
for residence credit this year, 348 have been holders of
high school scholarships. Such a scholarship awarded to an
Illinois high school gcaduate of superior scholastic standing
exempts the student from paying S120 in state fees ovec a
four-year period. Although this is a small amount compared
with that provided in scholarship bills now before the
legislature, figures show that JSNU students alone have
been saved $9,960 this year through the high school schoiar·
ship law.

Sports
Repairs
Contracts for repairs to Smith Hall, totalling $35,614,
were let recently by the state Division of Architecture and
Engineering. The general contract is for $14,728; the electrical contract, for $13,400; the heating and plumbing contract, for $7,486. "Federal funds that have come to the
University as the result of the Navy V-12 contract will be
used in paying for these repairs," President Fairchild
explains.

College Day
There were 797 high school seniors from 99 different
Illinois high schools in attendance at the annual college
day April 16. This number set an all•time record in college
day attendance. Last spring there were some 517 students
present from 4$ high schools. The program was similar
to that of other years and included g reetings by presidents
of student organizations, a concert by the University Band
and Women's Chorus, campus tours, conferences with department heads, class visitations, a special luncheon, a oneact play, and a number of sports events.

Honors
Special recognition was given 34 lSNU students at the
fourth annual scholastic honors day convocation May 9.
These students represented the three percent of the student
body with highest honor point averages. A number of
special awards also were made. Miss Marjorie Fredrickson,
a junior in the home economics department, was given the
Jessie E. Rambo award of $50. The award, to be used fot
school fees during her senior year, was made on the basis
of scholarship, personality, leadership, participation in campus activities, and potential success as a home economics
teacher. Miss Maxine Sponsler, a junior in the mathematics
department, was given the alumni award of $65. The
award, to be used for school fees quring her senior year, is
based on intellectual qualities, social attitudes, and academic
standing. Miss Esther Heiniger, a sophomore in the social
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While the Red Bird record in spring sports does not
come up to that of a number of years, one conference
championship does go to ISNU. For the tennis team,
comprised entirely of V-12 seamen, won the IIAC tournament May 19.
The t rack team was crippled this spring both by the
ineligibility of a number of good men and a lack of material
in some events. The only letterwinner who reported was
Alex Takacs, a civilian student. So the Red Bird record
low of fifth in the conference was not surprising. ISNU
had no team competing in golf but Elmo Gentes, a civilian
student, placed second in the conference golf tournament
for individual players. Dr. L. W . Miller, chairman of the
Red Bird athletic board, won the IIAC faculty tournament.
In baseball the Red Birds have a 500 average so far as
conference play goes. They broke even by winning and
losing one game each to the other teachers colleges competing: Eastern, Northern, and Western. So far as non•
conference games go, the Red Birds have won live out of
seven to date. They took both games played from Concordia
and lost two to Chanute Field. They have three wins over
\'V'esleyan and are scheduled to meet the Titans again on
the Bloomington d iamond June 2.
Athletic Director Hancock recently made public the fa ll
football schedule. He reports his team will be built around
the following men, who have had some experience on Red
Bird squads : Robert Jones, East Chicago, Ind., Frede,ick
W. Sell, Elgin; Larry Smith, Farmer City, and Alex T akacs,
Divernon.

1945 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

29
6
13
20
27

DePauw University
there
Indiana State Teachers College
here
Southern Illinois Normal University
t!,ere
Western Illinois State Teachers College
there
Northern Illinois State Teachers College here
(Homecoming)
Nov. 3 Open
Nov. 10 Eastern Illinois State Teacl1ers College
here
Nov. 17 Illinois Wesleyan University
here
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ISNU coeds pause to study the University gold star honor roll
framed in an illuminated wall case on the first floor of Old Main.
Twenty-one additional names now must be added to the list prepared at Homecoming time.
MAY, 1945
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Red Birds Describe Experiences
On Initial Invasion
San Francisco, Cal.
March, 1945
Just a quick note to let you know my whereabouts (which l
can't tell you) and to thank you for keeping in touch with me.
I received the first of the new V-mai l alumni letters and think
they are a swell idea .. . a bit more personal and ne wsy. In the

year I have been with the amphibious forces I've seen plentyHawaii, the Marshalls, Marianas, Admiralties, Guam, New

Guinea, Bougainville, and the Solomons -

besides being in on

the initial invasion of Luzon and at Leyte. I have seen a few
Normal chums at the different spots and staged several "old
home weeks." Pim Goff (still Normal's greatest to me) writes
me pretty regularly and keeps me posted on what he hears from
the various boys in service and o n the sports news. H e must
have got a buzz when his Charleston Teachers knocked off both
his alma mammy and Wesle~•an.
Lt. (j.g.) C. A. (Stretch) Miller,
·31
c-o Fleet .Post Office

An Ultimate End

To Those from Smith Hall
AJPO 562

New York, N. Y.
M arch, 1945
From somewhere in France I want to say thanks a lot for the
V-mail news Je tter - sort of helps one keep track of what is
going on back home. Say hello to everyone for me, especially
Dean Linkins and all o f those who were formerly associated
with Smith Hall.
Pfc. Leo C. Pollak ( 1941-43)
c-o Postmaster

Our Dear Rivals

APO 234
San Francisco, Cal.
March, 1945
I received your V-mail letter and was glad to get any news
regard ing the o ld school. lt seems as though a Jong time has
passed since we were all a part of l SNU. In reality it has been
onlr five years, but those years have been crowded full of suffering, death, and destruction.
One thing I can still remember most vividly from the philosophy course I had as a senior - there is an ultimate end. Someday after the din of war has ceased perhaps we will meet again.
I sincerely. hope so. U ntil then, n'I}' friends, I'm very gr:i.teful for
the kindness extended br your office. You'll never know how
much news o f better, happier da)'S can mean to all alumni, no
matter where they are. Ifs a grnod idea and I congratulate you

al l.
Sgt. Dane H. Harris, "40
c-o Postmaster

Congratulations
The Marianas Islands
March, 1945
Within the past two days, I have received two communications
from the alumni office, one the News letter of 25 January and
the other the V•m:til n ews of 20 FcbruH)'· Both were thoroughly
read with keen interest and high appreciation. While it has been
some time since l was at Normal, I still derive pleasure from
hea ring of the campus :tnd people I knew there. Of course, I
find many new names, .lnd new faces in the pictures used, but
thi s o nly makes me more aware of the fact that it is impo1tant
to keep track o f those 1 do kn ow. Then too, I Jikc to retain an
interest in campus activities.
It is with p:t.rticular inte rest that I read the article on "Gls
Plan to Return to ISNU" and noted the percentage of ISNU
service men and women who plan to return to the campus when
back in civilian life. I, too, filled out the questionnaire and am
happ)' to know the results obt;lined. Although founders' day at
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Normal has come and passed, may I offer my congratulations to
the U niversity for 88 successful years.
To add a personal note, I was recently transferred to th is area
of the Pacific after a short stay of three months in Hawaii. I
have a stenographic position in the headquarters for Army A ir
Forces Pacific Ocean Areas.
Cpl. Bruce C. Shank (1938••10)
APO 234, c-o Postmaster
San Francisco, Cal.

APO 562
New York, N. Y.
March, 1945
News from ISNU has been reaching me very well lately. Not
a week ago the late!.t issue of the Alumni Quarterly came, and
then yesterday the February V-mail news letter - a very nice
arrangement too, I might add. It makes the campus seem very
close all o f a sudden.
First of all, my congratulations to Coach Cogdal and all the
boys on their basketball successes over our dear rivals at the
other end of Franklin Avenue. I'm sure there were just as many
a lumni made happy by that turn of events as heard of it. Nice
of the NaV)' to step in and carry on in the true Normal tradition.
After 11 months overseas, I, a long with countless o thers, am
ready for the return trip. Ran into two former Red Birds, Lt.
Ashley Thomas back in England last summer and Lt. Jay Sylvester last August here in France.
Paying this Army has been quite an interesting experience so
far, and has taken our particular section all the way across
F rance, up to the Belgian border, and now back in the ri ght
direction, just about to where we started last August. Hcre·s
hoping the next move will be to the boat. J t is an experien ce
that a person will n ever forget, and France has been fote resting.
Hard to imagine how the people have managed to survive during the past four years, but they seem to have that strange
ability to take it, and come back for more, with plenty of
courage.
T-3 Thomas H. Leeson, '41
C·O Postmaster

Fond Memories
APO 3H
New York, N. Y.
March, 1945
I received the V-mai l news letter the other day, and I surely
was glad to get it and learn the news. I always was interested in
T HE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

the sports of Old Normal, especially between !WU and ISNU
and have some fond memories from those games and H omecom ings at Normal. Keep things rolling over there, a nd we'll
be back to carry on after this thing is over.

Pfc. Karl S. Graff, '29
c-o Postmaster

N ot an Easy Road
Somewhere in France

.March, 1945
Your V-mail news letter arrived over here today and was very
welcome. Any inform:i.tion in regard to ISNU is alwa}1s appreciated. In my estimation the idea is a clever one and lets the
fellows in the far corners of the world know thei r o ld friends
back on the campus still are behind them.

We still do not have an easy ro.id over here but we :i.rc continuing to punch the enemy back to their own back yard. Here·s
hoping it all ends soon, :i.s I am anxious to return to JSN U .
Best wishes from somewhere in France.

S-Sgt. Harold Paine (1940-42)
APO 758, c-o Postmaster
New York~ N. Y.

Baseball in the Pacific
San Francisco, Cal.

March, 1945
I have your V-mail of 20 February. This new service should
bring the news to us more quickly, .1nd I'm sure th.1t all Red
Birds in overseas service will appreciate it as much as l do.
News from the campus is a much-desired item.
The baseball season came to us here in grand st}'le last Sunday. A group of big leaguers now in the Nav}' blue played an
exhibition ,game. The names are too many to mention here, but
it was a wonderful game. These men have been pbying at forward :nea bases all over the central Pacific, a nd i t was quite a
thrill to see them play.
Regards to alJ my facult)' and studen t friends.
Lt. (j.g.) William F. Turner, ',I}
c-o Fleet Post Office

Down in Rio
APO 676
Miami, Fla.
.MMch, 1945
This is just a note to tell you how much I enjoy the various
letters and publications I have recc·ived from your office. I have
been here a little over 22 months, and I am quite willing to
admit that I have cnjo}'ed the alumni publications very much
and read them thoroughly, not once but many times.
In spite of the fact that IS NU alumni are scattered pretty
widely over this globe of ours I have yet to meet any here in
Rio. I'll take that back, for I did meet one former studen t, I
wisll I CO\dd remember his name, wh o ;lttcnded ISNU in 1898 !
It was a little over a }'Car ago when the Gripsholm stopped here
with its second load o f Americans repatriated from the Japanese.
The past week here h as seen most of the local schools reopen. Some few reopened a little earlier and there are a few
that have not yet resumed their work. H owever, the majority
have started their 1945 school term. I haven't visited an}' classes
in the schools because I don't have a good enough command
of Portuguese to follow their activity.
Right at the present time there is an extreme interest in Jcarning to speak Eng lish. It has almost taken the nature of a fad
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but perhaps that will change after the close of the European
phase of the war.

Sgt. Oliver H. Buck, '40
c-o -Postmaster

Red Birds Together
T he Philippines
March, 1945
J was very happy when I recently received a V-mail letter
from the alumn i office giving me all the news of th e campus,
so I'll sit d own and write a few Jines in return from the J'hilippines. 1 also received the Janu.1ry News Letter which I enjoyed
rc:i.ding very much. I'm sure a lot of the fellows over here
would appreciate an issue with all the San Fr:i.ncisco APO
numbers.

1 have been in the Philippines for quite some time now after
seeing service in New Guinea and the Netherlands East Indies.
Serving .1s a pilot on an A·20 light attack bomber, I have flown
25 missions to date over J ap-held territory. l t°s quite a t!trill
fl)1 ing :n tree-to p-level, bombing and strafing trains, motor lOnvO}'s an<l troop concentrations. Our real hardship is living conditions, although the}' ,ue vastly improved over those in the
jungles o f New Guinea.

I :i.m ver}' fortunate in having one former JSNU student with
me here in my group. Andy Henson is in the group special
service department, which gives us movies, athletics, etc. We
get together quite cften and talk over old school days. Recen tl y
J ohn Blatnik and K eith Davis dropped in to sec us but at the
time I was on rest leave at Sydney, Australia, and I missed tbem.
It makes you feel rretty good to see all your old friends so far
from home. Lt. Cecil Hospelhorn is in the islands some place
I hear, so rm going to try to get in touch with him sometime.
I am very happy to hear things arc running smoothly back
there. Nothing pleases m e better than to hear of athletic victories over Wesleyan. I wish the footbal1 team could have done
the trick, but that o ld jinx pops up every time we play them.
I am also glad to hear that many of the discharged veterans are
continuing their schooling under the GI Bill o f Rights. I'm
hoping the clay isn·t far off when a ll of us will be back again.
It's nearing chow time, so I wjll have to close. I am sending
my new address so that I may receive all the bulletins more
quick!)•. Give m}' regards to all Ill}' friends and thank you again
for the nice lc-tter.
Lt. Roger Wayne Siegworth

(1941-43)
APO 321, c-o Postmaster
San Fr:i.ncisco, Cal.

Appreciates USA
APO 350
New York, N. Y.

February, 1945
It was wonderful to hear from the old school. Although I
did no t attend ISNU for very long I enjO}'Cd every minute I
did. I am glad to hear things arc go ing along in a fairly smooth
fashio n. I do not know exactly just what would be the proper
thing to write, but I can say that any student that has a giipe
at ISN U should be over here or in some other places I have
been and see the schools and then he would really appre,iate
the advantages at most of the schools in th e good old USA.
The boys over here are really earning any right that might
be g iven them when this mess is all over. I have seen them give
their lives and be crippled.
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Th:H is enough of th:1.t kind of 1:1.lk. Wh:l.t I really w:1.nt to
s;1y is th;a ! wish )'(iu ,Il l all the luck in the world and we'll ~•II
be home in the nC:!r future. I ha,,e bcc:n rather lucky ll1}'Sl'lf
since being over here. I h:tv~ bl·cn recommended for the ii!ver
star a1~d br.vc three brcn~;:- st;ns to Ill)' credit. Good luck anJ
t!i::- best of wish<.--: t:; the ,duinni st:tff and student bod}'- KeC'p
up t'.tc _good work.
T-Sgt. Harold L. Ellis ( 19·1 >13)
c-o Postmaster

Good News
S:rn Francisco, Cal.
March, 19-15
received your v.ir,1il news letter tod :ty ,rnd wish w ("x;,ress
r~y t!l:- nks and c::ng ratu lati,·ns on a wonderful ide:t. Na1u:·:dl}'
it W:l. ~ good :-iews to he:u- of the victory over Wesle)•:tn, hu1 1h:.i~::<l Birds should fin ish bct1er 1h~n i1~ th: middle: of the ccnfrn.:ncL" with such :l victor)'! The whole letter was ;1 ~r:tnd idl~:t
:l.?1d so here's mr !~c:w ;1ddre·ss to :1.v:lid :10}' de·l:t)' S in tl:t: fun1r(.·.
Lr. H:trold C. Thud ium ( 1912 )
c-o Flc.·<:t Post Offi<"C'

N ot Much of a Soldier
Yum;1, Ariz.

March, 19~5
It was g:lod to hc;1r from Normal :1.g:1in even though the
letter w,1s ~imply written to enclose a questionnaire. I !~ave
often thought of tl:c :ilumni nH.:Ctings which use:-<l to be l·eld
e:1ch )'l·:ir in Kan kakee. Gradu:1tin,!-t from another university has
not dulled my intc:r<:st in ISNU. 1 want to be included in the
album of ISNU men ,ind wom(·n in service, so I am sending a
rtcent phow. The picture; do<:s not p r<.:Sl·nt :l. soldil·rl)' appc·:11'•
ancc but is quite· truthfui f,, r I dnn·1 pretcnd to be much d a
soklit'r.

Mr work hc:re is jn connt·ction with

br:1nch of the: c·nsin,.-e:r
bo:1rd at Ft. Bdv11ir, Va Important lt.:sts :in: conducted for the
Army :1.n<l N:tvy. Thl· Color:tdo Rivcr is usctl at this point ,;jncc
the Aow vf the waler is conlrolkd by l mpc.·ria l Dam and this is
a n import:lnt fact,>r in the tc·,;ring of ron toon brjdge.s, etc.
h:tli:tn prisonc:rs of w,u dv lht· rnanual hibor anJ de·sc::rvc a
grea t <le:d of crcdit for tht·ir part in the w;ir effort. I stress 1his
point for it se·e:n s that th.:)' :m.: J.,:ivl·n vc·q little Cfl•dit for thc.:ir
work b}' the :wc:ragc citizl·n of our country.

}'1H1r very µ.ood idea. I know al l of us will appreciate this l itt le
c10rnlt: lifter .1!!d bui lder.
\'v'!~ile ! c::nnot write .1nd g ive you the baskctb:'111 scores over
here, nor ··what's cooking;· I do feel America has come :'I long
h:1 rd W:'l}' from those d:irk d:t)'S of Pe:irl Harbor, Casabl:inca, :ind
/rnzio. Things :1.rc looking up and while the future is still a great
big unknown quantity, all of us c:1.n breathe a bit lighter these
days For me too, it has b een a far cry from those soft, convenient civili:tn d:t)'S to the days I spent in training at Fort Benj:unin l·brrison, Ind., foliowc:<I by :t bit of ••finishing off" at
C:~mp Stonc:man ou t Frisco way, then across the brin}' Atbntic
to Oran (uf all places in North Africa) where I rested, bathed
in th<:- hct sun and the cool refreshing se.i, and waited for that
J:1y in August when ··my" 7th Army invaded Southern Fr:,nce
and made things a bit more safe for units such :1.s fin.wee sec•
tions so we ci.wlcl buud ship, set sail :1cross the blue ~frditerr:1nean, ~nJ set up shop.
T hat al l seems so long ago now .iftcr all J have seen :1.nd
ep~:ri<.:nct:1 here in France. The cxpcrience has been v:il uablc.
1he w~ste :ind loss of time: rc:gretrnbk. M)' visits h:1.ve t:lken me
t I such places ;1s St. Raphael, Grenoble, Besancon, Vesoul,
Epin;d, N:1,gen:1u , l.uneville, Ste. Mari<.·•Am:-Mincs, Pa ris, and
ll1<lll}' oth<:r citil·S. The visit I dr<:am of constantly .ind for which
1:1)' duffk b:t.i; is :tlread}' all packed up is the one whi ch will
t:1kc me p:tst the Statue of Liberty, to th;H separat ion center, .ind
then strnight to Millst:1.Jt, Ill. The: old saying has it th.1t <:very•
thing comes to him who waits; how many others are there l ike
me?
T-4 Merton W. Baltz, '28
APO 758, C•o Post master

New York, N. Y .

Meeting on Capri
APO 520
New York, N. Y.
,March, 1945

:1

1

Yu ...~:l is a pern!i:tr town . Th'-"re are so m:lll)' Mcxirnns and
lncl:ans th:1.t thc nu:nb(:r d white people seems 10 hL" ver}' sm:1. II.
Ths)!C who do live ht:re, howeve r, are finc people. The town
itself compares unfovor:1bl}' with ar:y place in Illinois. The darn
h;lS 111:1dc t'.tc countr)'side a vc:ri tahlc ,i:.::1.r<k·n instc:td of the
wastebnd which wns here bdore. Pr:ictically evc.·q kind of fruit
:> :HI vq;ttablc is rniscd here.

I received the· k-tter :;1nd also the: copies of 1he News Letter
and the )•c:arl)' catalog. Thank you ver}' much. I th ink the v.
m;lils ;ll'e an excc:lknt idea. It's surprisin,; how much news c:rn
he put in such :1 small space.

I was fortun:ttc enough to meet my brother 'Rich .irtl at the
Isle- of C:1pri a few weeks ago . It -.vas r eall y a surprise visit.
Also. here in Italy I met Elmtr Kiesewetter. He is :tbout the
only ISNU nrnn I bave met over here. I have run :icross a couple
of follows from Bloomington :1.nd Nornul.

Do ke:ep sending the nl·ws Jc.tters whenever possible. J enjo}'
thc-1~1 vnr 1~,urh. J\f::1in I wish to express my thanks.
S.Sgt. Stephen Paynic ( 1942-43 )

1

Why do ! r:t1~1blc so:' This was to have· been a mere note lo
.1cci1:np:1nr t11c cncl ost:d pho:11. I sh;dl bl· looking forward to
lw:1rin1-: r:WH· from !$NU.
Sgt. Earle G. laGesse ( 1929-30,

1939-40)
Imperial Dam J:ngr. Station

c-o .Postm:1.stcr

Trip to Russia
New York. N . Y .
March, 1945
I rc·ceivc:d the: V-m:ti l letter when we arr ived on this sid.:- o f
the ocean . The idea is an excellen t o ne and thanks for the news.

.March, 1945
Your V-m ail letter of Fcbruarr lif men tions that in the futu re

The-re :1.re man}' things we Cou ld a ll t:dk .ibout but ccnson;hip
prohibits any discussion of the things we would like to t.ilk
:1.bout most. Some of our experiences h:1.ve been for from p leasant whi le others h:tve been very interesting. Most of us wi1: be
g lad to forget about this whole mess as soon :1.s we can get back
to normal living again.

}rou are going to endeavor 10 g i ve us overseas ISNUers :1cws
from t he old schoo l via V-mail. I wish to compliment you on

William F. Anderson and 1 b o th h.ive been promoted to
lieutenant, junior grade. 1 haven't seen him since last summer

Duffie Bag Packed
In Frnncc
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when we flew from New York to Columbus, 0., on our way
home for a leave.
Since that time I have made a trip to Russia, which wasn't too
pleasant. T"-'O of my men were seasick most of the jou rn ey. We
weathered a hu rricane at sea, and during the storm a fellow
nearly cut his left hand off. I assisted doctors while they sewed
up some of fll)' students who sustained injuries on the play,c.round. However, doi ng a job Jike that when the sh ip is rolling
.1bout 30 degrees is an experience 1'11 nc,,cr forget. The fellow's
hand h ea led very well but he IMt any feeling he lrnd in his l ittle
finger. The job wo uld have heen much easier if I could (1avc

assisted Pop H orton!
We arc all hoping for an e.irly e nding of this me~s so we
can get home and enjoy the wonderful country we live in.
l.t. (j.g .) Clayton 0 . Wintcrsceen, •37
c-o Fkct Post Office

From China
Chungking, China
March, 1945

Greetings from China.

received the V-mail news letter

today and want to express my appreciation for being remembered.

J've been moving around a bit, so will you please change my
address?
If you happen to sec Miss Day, :Miss .Peters, Mr. Admire,
Mr. Goodier, Miss Webb, or Mr. Koepke around, say hcJlo to
them for me, please. Thanks so much for the news letters.
I enjoy hearing the 1:ttcst from ISNU.
S-Sgt. Ralph E. Mason, '40
AiPO 879, c-o Postmaster
New York, N .Y.

Best Part of N ews
Philippine l!.lands
March, 1945
I received your news letter today, and l ca n t ruthfully say
that I enjoyed it very much. It is reall}' quite thoughtful of
all of you and I know the work it means to }' OU. l believe the
best part of the news was Normal's whipping Wesleyan twice!
Ahvays an alumnus.
Sgt. Gleason Durflinger
(1937-38)
APO 41 , c-o Postmaster
San Francisco, Cal.

Liked APOs
APO 210-Al
New York, N.Y.
March, 1945
I've been receiving correspondence from your office off and
on for quite some time now. I'm always glad to get news
from ISNU. I get at least one Jetter from there every day but
your news is always welcome because it include<., things Marlene
doesn' t catch.
I was quite pleased with the fast News Letter bec.1use o f the
list of APOs. It gave me clues to the whereabouts of a lot
o f nl)' friends. I was surprised to kno w the re were so many
of us he re in China and India. I'm living: the life of Ri le)' riOw•
a-days. It seems the only thing I ever do is play basketball for
a couple of hour5 every d ay. I'm surely fighting a rough w::ir!
Give my re~ards to all of my friends on and ,1bout the rnmpus.
Lt . Roland A. Perry ( 1940-43)
c-o Postmaster
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Civilian Status
East St. Louis, Ill.
March, 1945
Just a little no te to say hello a nd to not ify you o f my change
in address. Due to a change in my status-from soldier to
civilian by way of an hono rable medical discharge Feb. 23,
1945- my address is as above.
I hea rd from Duncan L Gallowa)', who is now somewhere
in Italy doing m u ch fighting.
l thank }'Oll for the kindness show n me as a ~ol dicr and
alumnus. lf I ctn he of ;1n }' service to )'Our office, let me k:1ow.
Milcon C. M yers, '-12
11 27 N . Fourth St reet

Two Invasions
San Francisco, Cal.
March, 1945
You will notice that I h:tvc been transferred. Such a,:~io n
took place March 1, 19•15. I am still ,veil after surviving t,vo
invasions- Leyte. and Ling:tyen Gulf, Luzon. The latte r was the
most dangerous because we were in enemy water for some t ime
before we hit. My ship ( at that time) nrnn"ged to get a ]:lp
plane!
Like most, I would like to get back and con tinue Ill)' school•
ing- a leave is the most desired o f :lll. It looks d ist:lnt however.
Te ll all hello for me.
Ensig n WilJiam L Hodge
(1941-44)
c-o Fleet Post Office

Moving Eastward
APO 3
New York, N.Y.
April, 1945
Yo ur recent V-mail men t ioned th:tt you had no idea where
I am located. T he ne.1Ccsr I can place myself is approxima tely
40 miles east of the Rhine in the Seventh Army sect or-and
moving rapidly eastward. Naturnll}', we're all very elated over
the present course of events. We can rc:dly see :rn end to this
now.
I have received all o f the letters and public:1 tions you men•
tioned and have read the m all with avid int erest. I t seems .ts
though most of my old buddies :tre either here or on the other
side. I' ll be g lad to help all I can with the '46 reunion- I'm
now assuming th:H next year will dcfinitcl)' find me b:tck in
the States. H ow often all of us think of that!
Thanks again for the v:1rio us items sent by )'Ou .-ind o thers
of the faculty. I hope this letter finds every thing moving
s mooth ly at O ld Normal.
Pfc. Donald Osborne, ' 36
C·O Postmaster

Historic Virginia
Camp Pear)', V:i.
April, 1945
For the second timc, spring finds me down in histo ric Vir~inia
:it C:lmp Peary near co lo nial Williamsburg, the town that
Rockefeller restored. After being sta tio ned in God"s count r)'at Northwe~te rn Univers ity, Evan~ton- coming here was like
go ing fro m daytime into night. H o wever, when the first effects
worc off, it wa~ apparc·nt that even in this section there arc
things to sec, so Jerrr and l proceeded to see as much as gas
rationing wou ld permit.
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Beginning with Williamsbu rg, there is a tour of restored
buildings that one must make. Of the seven buildings open, the
capitol and the governor's palace arc outstanding. The capitol
Aies the British Aag, by permission from Congress and Great
Britain. Here .P atrick Henr y is supposed to have delivered his
.. If this be treason" speech. The palace is almost beyond
description. Extensive research was made, prior to its reconstructio n, even to the extent of getting the original plans from
Oxford University, to make sure the reproduction was authentic.
The ga rdens behind the palace delight any nature lover. Even
I, with my limi ted kno,vlcclge of nature (Dr. J. E. Young, please
note) could not foil to be impressed with the sight of the
gardens in foll bloom. The whole town of Williamsburg raises
Aowcrs, and there arc more trees than in Normal. There :uc
so many birds that one can't ignore them either. Of course,
there is also William and Mary College with its Si r Christopher
Wren building and chapel annex. The main building was used
as a hospital during the Revolutionary and Civil Wars.
Going home from Williamsburg, we go out toward Jamestown, the birthplace of America. The first time we went to
Jamestown, it was about dusk. As we rounded a bend in the
road, our lights shown on six deer standing in a clearing- the
first I had seen running free. On Jamestown Island, part of
the original church still stands. There are a number of graves
in the churchyard with weather-beaten mnrkers. Also on the
island are earthworks, used as protection in pioneer battles.
Excavation and research were in progress before the war but
arc halted now.
Across the James River, by ferry, is Petersburg, near which
there arc several Civil War battlefields. Under one the Yankees
tunnelled about 200 feet to the middle of the Confederate lines,
planted some dynamite, and killed 300 men. How warfare has
changed! Civilization is a great thing.
Most of us who came here about a year ago thought we had
hit a new low. We came here when Peary was changed from
a CB base to a recruit training camp, and we helped train
illiterate recruits. As a compan}' commander, I believe my
education courses were put to practical use. There is compens.1•
tion though in watching a man 35 years old write his first
letter home. No first grade youngster could be more ple:1sed
with his work than are some of these fellows when they begin
to read and write their own mail. The program had its high
spots as well as some l ow spots. I have been in charge of
recruit processing in the receiving unit since leaving recruit
training.
The Quarterly arrived and, as usual , received a thorough
going-over. We see Dayle Garrett and his wife quite often.
Ellsworth D onovan and his wife visi ted us a couple of weeks
John McGinnis, '42, C.Sp. ( A)
Rec. Unit

Hard to Believe
Germany
March, 19-15
Fi rst of all I wan t to compliment you on the news letter via
V-mail. To an alumnus such as I, it was good to hear the latest
news in condensed form.
Last Monday, March 19, I celebrated my ei,ghtec.:nth mvnth
overseas and that isn't counting the time spent in Texas! M y
work here has been that of a. dental laboratory technician on
a mobile dental truck. We work as close to the front as the
Army sees fit, so that the men aren't without dentures for too
lonS, a time. It is hard to believe that an industrial arts student
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could be doing such work, but I am good evidence that it can
be done.
For the past couple of months we have been sleeping in pup
tents and when the heavy rain seasons were here I though t
any night I would be floating around, but lately we have had
some sunny days and clea r moonlight nights.
Sgt. Frederick Spinder (1938-40)
APO 887, c•o Postmaster

In Same Company
Somewhere in Luxembourg
March, 1945
I received my first news letter via V-mail and think it is a
splendid idea. I was very glad to read the latest news.
A short time ago I ran into the first person 1 knew from
Normal. Not only that, he turned up in my own company. It
was Sgt. Dec Norton, whose home is in Normal. As two former
ISNU men, we can't fail. In our present assignment our two
teams are working together.
I have a change in add ress again that I hope you will note
for future reference.
Gus. P. Kimball (1939-41)
APO 655, c-o Postmaster

Chasing the Heinies
With Patton's Third Army
in Germany
March, 1945
I got the V•mail news letter sometime ago and just as I
sat down to start answering a very dilapidated state of correspondence, things started happening and we've been chasing
the Heinies ever since. Don't get me wrong, though-that's
good, but definitely.
I enjo}•cd the news for as always, like all the rest of the
scattered Red Birds, I wonder what's going on back there and
wish I knew. Thanks a lot-ifs a great idea.
I haven't been over very long, but I've seen plenty- some
I want to remember a.nd some I don't. Actually, lately it's
been fine. The G ermans are still running so far as we know
and we just keep on chasing them with an occasional rest such
as now. We Jive in German houses and sleep in good be{!.;
and really arc enjoying ourselves. We all are hoping they will
"give up" but it looks as though we'll have to hit them one more
time first.
Sa}~ello to everyone on campus, please.
Sgt. Lawrence H. Rouse, '43
APO 200, c-o Postmaster

Red Bird Patter
APO 559
New York, N.Y.
March, 1945
Just a few lines to say hello and to let you know my latest
address. I am now in southwest Eng land, but that is all I may
sa)'· 1 met D ick Kavanagh, ex-basketball star and we had
several hours of very enjoyable Red Bird patter about o ur !:i~~
visits to ISNU. We hadn't had any mail for :ibout a month, so
we really had a time of it.
The ,.cenery is very beautiful with the coming of spring :1nd
brings memories of home. The Eng lish people I have contacted
thus far have been very friendly.
Please extend my best wishes to all.
Cpl. !' red B. Wiegman
( 1940-43)
c-o Postmaster
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North of 55
(Continued from page 9)
Cooking duties are shared and the culinary art becomes of
major importance. Back home go Gls, near-experts in meal
preparation as well as in spinning yarns about the size of
fish and game.
Envied are the Gis stationed in or within pass-distance
of the small Canadian fur or mining centers that have populations which include some white families. It usually im't
too hard to find the makings of a dance band at any Army
base, and Saturday night in the larger towns near bases is
like Saturday night back home, almost. And on Sunday, if
there are churches nearby there will be Army transportation.
Travelling Army chaplains bring services into the more
isolated regions. In the Far North, posts often have Jesuit
priests in the settlements who will freely admit soldiers
to their services.

All over the world, we are said to be the souvenircollectingest Army ever. Up here it is native Indian handiwork in skins and furs that is purchased or traded for.
Caribouskin gloves and moccasins come first on the list of
items available to send back home, and even fur-trimmed
and decorated parkas are obtained by fellows who have the
money for them. Right in the Arctic the boys buy ivorywork and hunting weapons fashioned by the best craftsmen
of the North, the Eskimos.

Wartime Social Activities
(Continued from page 10)
with plenty of opportunity for "cussin' and discussin'"
life in general.
One of the greatest difficulties confronting students planning entertainments for the entire school is that many students do not dance and, therefore, cannot appreciate events
devoted entirely to this one pastime. Recently, one of the
best answers to the rroblem resulted in an indoor carnival.
In main, the idea o the carnival was developed around an
all-school cooperative committee representing every interested organization of the school. Each organization represented on the control committee had charge of an amusement booth. Amusements ranged from a wishing well to
that old carnival favorite, the fortune teller. All proceeds
from the wishing well were donated to the American Red
Cross for its war effort. Fun - that was the purpos~; that
was the result 1
University Club has decreased in size with the shortage
of civilian men; and it is, therefore, working under a handicap of too few members and a limited budget. Among the
most outstanding events of the past two years has been the
Hood Bawl. A "hood," by U. Club description, is a nonconformist. To be eligible for admittance into the '"bawl,"
a student had to be dressed as every good ""hood" should be.
The champion "hood" girl of last year wore a pinafore
made of burlap and suitable accessories. Her escoit was
attired in dungarees and everything the real college Joe
considers poor taste.
Yet a different dress-up dance was o rig inated by U. Club
this year. A Kid Skid admitted only those students who
could pass as children. College men appeared in romFers
and knickerbockers; girls, in pigtails and Mother Hubbard
frocks. Favors for the evening were - all-day suckers, of
course.
Before the effects of World War II struck the campus,
a great effort was made to provide on-campus entertainment
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for every weekend of the school year. This same plan prevails now, too; but, most of the organizations have found
that Friday night parties are greater successes than Saturday
night events. Most of the events just described were held
on Friday evenings.
Different as these activities seem from the ante-bellum
period of the late '30s, many of the traditional events are
still anticipated by today's student body as much as by yesterday's group. University Club's Annual Stunt Show this year presentin_g five stunts and the faculty skit - is in
the offing. Vying for the trophy are the Home Economics
Club. Jesters, Lowell Mason Club, Social Science Club, and
the Business Education Club.
The entire campus is looking forward to the two g,eat
,oo al events of the spring - U. Club's and Women's
League·s formals. Plans are underway to make these dances
just as awe-inspiring as in years past. The winter formals
of the two organizations were reminiscent of former dances.

To all of these social activities are added the Navy formal graduation dances, which have taken their places beside
the big dances of the year. Each Navy graduating class has
presented a ball in the Fell Hall reception room. The military has added much to ISNU.

Workshops: In-Service Courses
(Continued from page 11 )
pupils' use; charts, graphs, models, or maps. For those
interested, special attention is paid to community study, the
development of integrated courses of study, the effect of
the war on education, and the study of field trips.
Members with similar interests are organized into small
conference g roups. There are daily meetings of the entire
workshop group, conferences of the smaller groups, individual conferences between participants and consultants. Since
fellowship and the interchange of ideas and experiences are
highly desirable, social and recreational activities are emphasized. Field trips, picnics, and informal gatherings are
a part of the workshop pr.o_gram.
Workshops have been held both on campus as part of the
rei;ular University program and off campus under direction
of the extension division. Off-campus or community workshops are adjusted to the needs of the school communities
in which they are located. In 1941-42 the University was
asked to organize a curriculum workshop in Decatur for the
purpose of preparing a social studies course of study for the
elementary, junior, and senior high schools. In 1943-44 a
similar workshop was held in Springfield. In 1944 community workshops were arranged during the June intersession
at Watseka and Petersburg which attempted to meet the
needs of county and town school cystems. Study materials
in local history were prepared. County government materials
were written for upper-grade pupils, and persistent reading problems of elementary students were studied. A
course of study in sixth-grade history was prepared by a
committee of teachers. Most of these materials were duplicated for county-wide use.
This summer at ISNU comprehensive workshops will be
held on the campus. Students wi II be able to work in the
fields of biological science, education, physical education,
the social studies. In the field of health education, a workshop is being developed in coop eration with state and federal health authorities, which is to have I 5 to 20 consultants
available in biological science, home economics, health, and
physical education.
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In Memoriam
Word has reached the alumni office concerning the sudden death of Charle, C. Wilson (diploma 189 1) at Charlotte, N. C., on Dec. 15, 1944. Mr. Wilson was in his
eighty-sixth year. Burial was near Lexington, a short distance from his birthplace.
Mr. Wilson made his home in Jersey City, N. J., for
more than 50 years, where he served as a teacher in the Jersey City Training School, as vice-principal of the Jersey City
High School, and as principal of the Lincoln High School.
He studied at Harvard and New York University, after leaving Normal, and was well known as a lecturer on science.
Dr. Mary "1- Steagall (diploma 1896) of Carbondale
died March 28 following an illness of only a few days. Burial was in Pope County, near Prospect.
Dr. Steagall attained emerita status at the Southern Illinois Normal University in 1938, after serving as a teacher
there for 30 years. She also taught in a number of Illinois
public schools and at the Ypsilanti, Mich., State Normal
School. She obtained her doctor's degree at the University
of Chicago. Her writings in the fields of zoology and botany, on the training of science teachers, and about interesting
points in southern Illinois attracted wide attention. She was
a member of many educational and scientific organizations
and had travelled widely.
Survivors include three sisters and one brother.
Miss LJdia Colby (diploma 1899) died April 9 at her
home in Geneseo. She h ad been ill five months. Miss Colby
was a teacher for a number of years before becoming a farm
operator and at one time was a member of the Northern Illinois State Teachers College faculty. She attended the Geneseo Collegiate Institute as well as ISNU. A brother, living
in Cornwall Township, is the only member of her immediate family surviving.

Charles A. Bl11e (diploma 1912) died of starvation in
the Santo Tomas Internment Camp in Manila, P. I., on February 9, according to information received by his stepbrother, Philip Stuck of Hagaman. Mr. Blue was a former resident of Macoupin County and taught there for a number
of )'Cars before attending ISNU. After his graduation from
Normal, he went to the Philippines as a provincial supervisor for the Civil Service Commission, later becoming affiliated with the Goodyear Rubber Company, with offices in
Cebu. At the time of the Japanese invasion, Mr. Blue, his
wife, and daughter were all interned in the prison camp.
Members of his family were liberated shortly after his dee.th.
Other survivors include a twin brother, who lives in
Springfield, and a half brother living in Alton.
Vance R. Hood (diploma 1915 ) died January 20 in a
New York hospital following a month's illness. Mr. Hood
attended the University of Illinois after leaving Normal,
then entered military service during World War I. When
he returned from the war, he helped to establish a firm
dealing in printing equipment and later opened a business
of his own.
His wife, son, and daughter live in Boonton, N. J., where
funeral services were held. He also leaves five brothers and
five sisters.
Jewel Lynch (diploma 1922) died of a heart attack
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February 22 in Italy, where he was an American Red Cross
accountant. Before going overseas, Mr. Lynch was employed
by the General Accounting Office in Washington, D. C.
His wife and two sons live in Silver Springs, Md. ; two
sisters live in Normal.
Miss Amy Ma11d Gaul (degree 1929) died February 10
at the home of her brother-in-law, F. E. Stewart, near
K enney. She taught for 14 years in DeWitt County schools
as well as in a high school at Akron, 0. Survivors include
her father and three sisters.
The following deaths of alumni in military service have
been reported since the February issue of the Quarterly
appeared.
Major Robert Benjt1min Arnold (1930-31) , son of Mr.
and Mrs. George B. Arnold, Cerro Gordo, was killed in
action February 24 while serving with an airborne field
artillery unit of the Ninth Army on the western front. He
had been in military service for more than three years,
entering from Rutgers University at New Brunswick, N. J.,
where he was completing work for a doctor's degree. He
was g raduated from the University of Illinois after leaving
Normal, then taught in public schools. He leaves his wife,
the former Elizabeth Allen, in addition to his parents.
Flight Officer Robert C. Broitzman (1940-43) .o f Elgin
was killed in an airplane collision February 26 when preparing for a mission over Tokyo. A bombardier on a B-29,
stationed in the Marianas, he had completed several successful missions. The officer was called to active duty
when a student at ISNU, had been overseas since January.
His parents, Mr. and M rs. Herbert C. Broitzman, and a

sister survive.
Lt. Gerald Frieb11rg (1940-43 ) was killed in action in
Germany April 28. He was called to active duty in
March 1943, when a student at JSNU, and went overseas
in January 1945 after receiving his commission at Ft. Benning, Ga. His wife, the former Mary Caroline Foster, is
an Army nurse at Camp Swift, Tex. He also leaves his
father, one sister, and one brother, all of Saybrook.
Lt. Lowell M. Hall (degree 1940) was killed in a plane
accident in California, according to word received March 28
by his sister, Mrs. Clifford Hoyt of Deer Creek. He was
preparing for active duty in the South Pacific as a photographic pilot on a carrier p lane at the time of his death and
stationed at Goleta, Cal. After his graduation from JSNU,
Lt. H all remained at the University for a year as an assistant
in the chemistry department. Prior to entering service in
January 1943, he was employed at the ordnance plant in
Wilmington. H is mother, two sisters, and two brothers
survive.

Pfc. Richard William King (1939) was killed in action
March 7 in Germany, according to word received by his
wife, the former Mary L. Drake of Elkhart. Prior to entering service in October 1942, Pvt. King was employed at the
Hiram Walker Company, Peoria, and also farmed in Greene
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ON THE GOLD STAR HONOR
ROLL names of these ISNU alumni
now appear. Top row (left to right ) :
Lt. Lowell M. Hall, Lt. Robert W.
Stroh, Flight officer Roberc C. Broitzman. Bottom row (left to right) : Lt.
Willard Lange, ·who was killed last
September, and S-Sgt. J ack Donald
Roemer.

County. H e leaves a daughter, his mother, and two sisters
as well as his wife.
Cpl. John Horace Lanca,ter (1942-43) , son of Mrs.
Josephine Hopper, Bloomington, was killed in action
March 22 while with the Seventh Army in Germany. He
had been in service since leaving ISNU. His mother and a

sister survive.
Sgt. Merlin Martin {1940-41 ) was killed in action
April 9 in Germany, according to word received by h is
wife, who lives in Bloomington. H e had been overseas
six weeks. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Martin,
four sisters, and a brother live at Pearl. A son, Merlin
D avid, was born April 28.
Pvt. Harold IV lvlorgan {1934-36) was k illed March 5,
when in action with the Marines on lwo Jima, and buried
in the Fifth Marine Division cemetery on that island. The
word came to his mother, Mrs. Freda Morgan of Blo.imington . Pvt. Morgan was employed as a fireman by the
Alton Railroad at the time of his induction in April 1914.
He had been overseas since last July.
S-Sgt. Jack Donald Roemer {1939-40), son of Mr. and
M rs. Ben Roemer, Bloomington, was killed near Aachen,
Germany, February 22 when an explosion occurred while
he was unloading ammunition. He had been overseas since
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August 1944, in active service since April 1943. He held
a b achelors degree from the University of Illinois. A sister
as well as his parents survive.
Pfc. Edward Ropp ( 1940-42) was killed in action in
Germany N ov. 19, 1944, according to word received
April 11 by his wife, the former Dorothy Jane Goodrich
( diploma 1942) of Sheldon. He had been listed as "missing in action" for several months. Pvt. Ropp entered service
in September 1942, went overseas in October 1944. He
was with the First Army at the time of his death. His
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ozias Ropp, Gibson City, :wo
brothers, and a sister survive in addition to his wife.
Lt. l~obert Wayne Stroh ( 19-11-42) was killed April 4 in
a crash between two planes at George Field, Lawrenceville.
H e had been in service since September 1942 and received
his commission as a second lieutenant in the Air Corps
June 27, 1944 at M arfa Field, Tex. His wife and a five-

month-old son as well as his parents and a sister survive.
lf/i//iam n eed Y"teJ ( 19:18-40) , yeoman, second class,
in the Navy, died March 23. The body was returned to
Bloomington for burial. Yeoman Yates attended Illinois
Wesleyan University after leaving JSNU, then entered
military service in N ovember 1941. H e leaves two brothers
as well as his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Y ates of
Normal.
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Alumni News Exc'.hange
Ardiibald Alcorn ( diploma 1893), doc•
tor and surgeon for more than 45 years
in Chicago, is writing .a book about his
professional experiences. He has been
disabled for more than three months from
injuries received in an accident. His fam•
ily now includes two sons, one daughter,
.and eight grandchildren.
William T. Skinner of Normal, who
received a diploma from ISNU in 1894
and a degree in 1925, visited in Cincin•
nati, 0., and St. Louis, Mo., this winter
but now is back in Normal. From Cincin•
nati he wrote the alumni office that he
now holds some very firm convictions
about life. . . that life is predominantly
spiritual . . . and that love is the Jaw of
life. "Love is the l aw that operates in the
lives of men with as much certainty and
precision as the law of gravitation operates in the physical universe," according
to .Mr. Skinner.

H. E. Waits (diploma 1898) of"Luding•
ton, Mich., was elected president of the
Michigan Society at St. Petersburg, Fla.,
recently. He served .is vice-president of
this organization for three yeus and was
president of the International Retired
Teachers Association for three years. Before his retirement from teaching, Mr.
Waits was superintendent of schools in
EbPaso, Petersburg, Princeton, and Ludington, Mich.
Mrs. Walter Dakin ( Genevieve Clarke,
diploma 1900) now Jives at Madison,
Wis. She serves as president of the Wisconsin Garden Club Federation.
Dr. William T. Bawden, industrial arts
teacher al ISNU from 1903 until 1910, is
to retire from teaching July I. He now is
a member of the Pittsburg, Kans., State
Teachers College faculty. For two years
after leaving Normal, he was assistant
dean of the College of Engineering at the
University of Illinois and later was employed in Washington, D . C., Tulsa,
Okla., and J>eoria.
Harold F. Meyer (diploma · 1917) is
looking forward to attending the thirtieth
reunion of his class in 1947. This reminds
him that he's been teaching a long time!
Mr. Meyer is married and has three children. His older son has been with the
Ninth Army in Germany, while the younger son is studying at the University of
lllino is and expects to enter medical
school July 1. His daughter is a freshman
at the West High School in Aurora, where
Mr. Meyer has been teaching for 22 years.
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Mes. Craig Roberts (Ruth Gillan, di,
ploma 1918) is teaching elementary work
in the Buffalo, N. Y., Public Schools in
addition to caring for her home. She has
one daughter, a sophomore in high school.
,Miss Helen Shuman (degree 1921) in
April resigned her position as director of
personnel at High Point College, High
Poin t, N. C., to become administrative
assistant to the president of the Southern
lllinois Normal University at Carbondale.
She has taught in rural, elementary, and
high schools as well as at JSNU, the La•
Crosse, Wis., State Teachers College, and
the St. Cloud. Minn., State Teachers Col•
Jege.
Parker Manfred Holmes (degree 1922)
now lives at Memphis, Tenn., where he
is director of marketing research for
Plough, Inc., manufacturers of chemicals
and drugs· whose products are sold in 37
countries outside the United States. Mr.
and Mrs. Holmes have three children,
Anita Claire, 6; James Parker, 4; and
Jeannette Elizabeth, 2.
Warren B. Hileman (degree 192,) di•
rects the training program for the Chicago
office of the Bureau of Public Debt.
Charles N. Glover (diploma 1926), as•
sistant farm adviser of Cook County for
the past nine years, has been named farm
adviser for Clark County. He began h is
new duties April 1, .
Mr. and Mrs. John .Payne are the parents of a son, John Scott, born February
12 at Oakland, Cal. Mrs. Payne is the former Elizabeth Scott (degree 1927). They
also have one daughter.
D r. Edward Buehrig (1928-31), who is
o n leave from Indiana University, attended
the San Francisco conference this month.
Dr. Buehrig has been secretary of the Jn.
ternational Security Council since July
1944. He received his doctor's degree
from the University of Chicago and when
a student there studied in Japan. His wife
is the former Margaret El izabeth Masters
(diploma 1930) and they have two sons.
Mes. Carl G. Hintz (Edith Beck, diploma 1929), who lives on a large farm
near Prophetstown, no;v teaches a rural
school since a reg ular instructor was unavailable.
Dr. Walker D. Wyman (degree 1929),
now professor of history in .the State
Teachers College at River Falls, Wis., is
the author of a recently published volume, The W ild Horse of the West. T he
book, beautifully illustrated and amply

documented, is written in a moving style.
Published by the Caxton Press, it is dedi•
cated to Helen Bryant Wyman, a member
of the art department at JSNU during
1927-30.
Dorothea A. Coleman (diploma 1930),
who is located in Italy as theater WAC
staff director, recently was promoted from
the rank of major to that of lieutenant
colonel.
Harold L. Slich enmyer ( degree 1930)
resistned as principal of the Lincolo
School at Bloomington in February to ac.
cept a teaching position in the Arlington
Heights Township High School. H e holds
a master's degree from the University of
I llinois and at one time taught chemistry
and biology in the Bloomington High
School.
H . H. Baker ( degree 1931) now serves
as superintendent of schools at Bunker
Hill. He taught at Kewanee and Princeton, was principal of the Brighton High
School before going to Bunker Hill. Mr.
Baker has two sons, 'Richard and David,
five .and eight years old respectively.
Capt. Ralph E. Bates (degre: 1932) has
been assigned as liaison officer to the
third wing of the Army airway communi•
cation service with headquarters at Seattle,
Wash. He has had 20 months of active
duty in the North Atlantic and North
Pacific.
Mrs. Louis M. Cavaletti (Elsie Venemore Bell, diploma 1932), who was married March 24 in Jacksonville, now lives
in Chicago. She formerly taught in Monticello.
Mrs. Wayne W . Miller (Enid Loraine
Newbould, diploma 1932) lives in De•
catur, where she is now employed in the
accounting department of the Caterpillar
Military Engine Company.
Ross J. Spalding (degree 1932) resigned
his position as supervisor of distributive
education for the Cleveland, 0., ,Public
Schools in February to become manager
of employee training for the Walgreen
Drug Company, with headquarters in
Chicago. Mr. Spalding holds a master's
degree from Western Reserve University
and has done advanced work at Ohio
State University. He had been with the
Cleveland schools for 21 years. serving
as guest lecturer at Ohio State University
and the University of ,Pittsburgh during
the past few summers.
Lt. Kent L. Thiel ( 1931-32) is rereiving
treatment at a hospital in France, after
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being wounded in the leg while serving
with the First Army in Germany.
Mrs. Nelson Vogel (Margaret Steinlicht, diploma 1932) lives on a farm near
Manito but docs some substitute teaching.
Raymond W. Fricke (degree 1933) was
promoted from the rank of first lieutenant
to that of captain recently, while serving
with the Fifth Army in Italy. He is a
surgeon for a field artillery battalion with
an infantry division.
Cpl. Vernon F. King (1931-33), who
has been overseas for more than 20
months, is fighting with the .Philippine
liberation army under General Douglas
.MacArthur.
Miss Edith K insinger (diploma 1933)
teaches elementary work in the Peoria
Public Schools. She formerly taught at
Momence.
Mrs. M. C. Atkinson (Della Read,
degree 1934) teaches in the Newton High
'School. Her husband was recently discharged from the Army. They have a
daughter, Linda Jeane, nearly two years
old.
Geraldine Chappell ( 1930-34), a civilian missionary nurse captured by the
Japanese three years ago when co route
to Bombay, Jndia, was released in February from Santo Tomas prison camp in
the Philippines when the American troops
invaded the islands.
Pfc. Russell Cramer (1932-34) arrived
safely in ]ndia sometime during March.
He is an expert in radio, having graduated
from the Roscoe Turner flying school at
Indianapolis and from the radar school
at Scott Field. A brother, Edward Cramer
(1936-37), chief petty officer and aviation
metalsmith, is stationed, at Alameda, Cal.,
after spending 41 months in the .P.tcific
area.
Dorrence K. "Red" Darling ( degree
1934), who is doubling as superintendent
of schools and high school coach at Collinsville, took his basketball team to the
state tournament this spring. "Red" wHI
be remembered as a member of the lSNU
five that won the Little Nnineteen championship in 1931.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen C. Hazzard of Egan
are the parents of a son, William Allen,
born April 9. Mrs. Hazzard is the former
Rose Escher Neely (diploma 1934).
Mrs. Lyle Paulsen (Edna J ulia Ulmer,
degree 1934) Jives on a farm near Minier.
She has one son, born Dec. 7, 1943.
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Lt. Stanley Slecvar (1930-34) is recuperating from a leg injury at a hospital
in the Pacific. He served with an infantry
division in the Hawaiian Islands, New
Guinea. and the Philippines.
Charles Green (degree 1935) has resigned his teaching position at Ellsworth
and plans to begin farming at the close of
the school year.
W. Harold Martin (degree 1935) accepted a position as instructo r in accounting with the General Motors Company at
Flint, ,Mich., in February. He formerly
was principal of the Saybrook Community
High School. Mrs. Martin ( Laura Ellen
Dornblaser, degree 1936), who is teaching at Saybrook, will complete the present
school year before joining her husband.
They plan to Jive at Michigan City, Jnd.
Dr. Roberta L. Mies (diploma 1935)
began her duties as an assistant osteopath
at Pontiac in March, after graduating from
the Kirksville, Mo., College of Osteopathy
and Surgery. She formerly taught elementary work in the 'Roberts Public
S<hools.
A daughter, named Anna Maria, was
born March 21 to Mr. and Mrs. Winfield
Bates of Lincoln. Mr. Bates received a
degree at Normal in 1936, and Mrs. Bates.
the former Julia Blum, was graduJted
from JSNU in 1935.
.Miss Bcat<ice L. Fisher (degree 1936)
arrived in England in February, where
she began her duties as an American Red
Cross hospital recreation worker, Before
her overseas assignment, Miss Fisher
worked at the area Red Cross office in
St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Russel McKean of
Herscher are the parents of a son, named
Leonard Russel, born March 20 at Kankakee. Mr. McKean attended ISNU during
·1935-36, while Mrs. McKean, the former
Annetta C. Hustedt, was graduated from
JSNU in 1940.
J ohn E. Shea (degree 1936), who returned to the U nited States last summer
after three years in Alaska, is teaching
at Laveen, Ariz., in the Jndian se:vice
directed by the office of Jndian affairs of
the Department of the Interior.
Capt. and Mrs. T homas B. ,Benson are
the parents of a son, born March 14 at
Bloomington. M rs. Benson, the former
Ruth Mabel Glasener (degree 1937), is
living in Normal while her husband is in
service.
Francis H . Michaels (1935-37) has been
promoted from seaman, first class, to petty

officer, third class, radarman. Now stationed on a communications ship, he has
been in the Navy since May, 1944.
Mr. and Mrs. Arley Gillett are the
parents of a son, born April 16 in Bloomington. M r. Gillett (degree 1938) has
been a member of the staff at ISNU since
September.
Harry Joseph Joria (degree 1938) has
been teaching in Chicago since his grad•
tUatlon from ISNU. He holds a master's
degree from the Chicago Normal School
and now is taking special courses at
George Williams College. Mr. Joria also
works as a physical instructor in a boys'
club.
Lt. Comdr. and Mrs. Vance Kauffold
of Great Lakes are the parents of a
daughter, named Ann, born February 5
at Waukegan. This is their second child.
Commander Kauffold received a degree
at ISNU in 1938.
Miss Doris Keys (1937•38) was granted
a leave of absence from hei duties with
the People's Federal Savings and Loan
Association in Peoria to enter Red Cross
work. She went to Washington, D.C.,
in April for training in secretarial and
field work before reporting for overseas
duty.
Ensign Charles H. Kippenhan ( degree
1938) of the Coast Guard is comrnunica•
tions officer aboard a tanker ferrying fuel
and supplies to the armed forces in the
Pacific. His wife (Mariada Duesing, degree 1938) -1:nd daughter, Marianne, live
in Naperville.
Mrs. S. Edgar Lauther (Delora Whisnant, degree 1938), whose husband is head
of the fiscal staff at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Jndianapolis, Ind., is working in
the arts and skills corps of the Red Cross
:there. Her duties include assistance with
,craft work i n leather tooling and plastics
at Billings General Hospital.
,Miss Mabel Marshall (degree 1938),
commerce instructor in the Stockland
High School, was initiated into Delta
Kappa Gamma sorority in January. The
organization invites to its membership
only those women who have achieved dis•
tinct ion in the teaching profession and
have been recommended to officials of the
society.
Lt. H omer E. Masters (degree 1938)
now is a parachute training officer for
bomber crewmen at Langley Field, Va.,
where students are taught to avoid injury
by the use of proper form in land jumps,
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.Miss Elizabc<h Mar Pollock (degree
1938) teaches social science and science
in the Fcitslrnns High School, Springfie ld.

In 1943 she recei\'ed

:1

master's degree

a t the Univcrsit)• o f J llinois.

J ohn H. Pricer (degree 1938) , who
served \Vj th the Ma rine Corps in the South

,Pacific for 18 months before receiving
a medical discharge, bcg:in work in March
35 contact man in the Ch:unpaign branch
office o f the Veternns Administration. H e
assists with the prcp:untion of claims for
benefits under the laws administered by

the Veterans Administration.

He wok

special training for this work at the :1d-

ministration's headquarters in Hines.
Lt. Bert 0. Stephens (1936-38) visited
his wife and parents in Bloomington :rnd
Normal during April. He had spl·nt 13
months in England and Frnnce, where he
completed 61 missions with th e Ninth Air
Fo rce as a B-26 Marauder pilot. He holds
an air medal and 11 oak leaf clusters and
has been recommended for the d istinguished flying cross.
Lt. Comdr. 11io mas Sutherland (degree
1938). who has been stationed in Washington. D. C. the past 17 months, is now
at Banana River, Fla., preparing for another Pacific assignment.
:Mr. and M rs. Nick Colbreese of Pontiac
a.re the parents of a daugh1c·r born
April 29. .M rs. Colbrccsc, the former
Evelyn E. '\Vurmncst, received a tWO•)·ear
diploma at ISNU in 1939.
Mrs. Daniel D. Frcemnn (Olive Louise
Finfrock, d iploma 1939) is living at
Selma, .Ala., while hci- husband is located
at Craig Field. She foi-merl)' did secretai-ia l work at Freeman Field, Ind., where
her husband was st:trioned for two )'Cars.
Capt. Crrus Reron Shockey (degree
19}9) of the U. S. Army has been awar·J cd
the bronze star medal for meritorious
service in connection with military operations in the European theater behveen
Juli• 27, 194-1 an,l March 15, 19-15. He
was seriously wounded in action on
Sept. 30, 1911, but returned to dutr
•'where he exhibited the highest degree
of courage, resourcefulness, and devotion."
.Mrs. Paul .Appenzeller (l~aye Barton,
degree 1940), whose husband was killed
in action in the Pacific a few months :.go,
left ,Minier in Apri l foi- :.n indefinite st:ly
at Boulder, Colo,. with her brother.
.Miss It-enc Brandt (degree 19·10) was
named home adviser of Knox County in
March. After her graduation from ISNU,
she taught for one year :tt J.ombard Junior
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High School, then served with the Farm
Security Administration as home management supervisor.
.An air medal from the secretary of the
N:tV)' recently was awarded, posthumousl)'t to Lt. (j.g.) Walter Ernest Finger
( 1937-40) of Bloomington "for mcrnorious achievement in :lcrial flight :is leader
of :1 section of C:lfricr based dive bombers
opti-a1rng against Japanese shipping in the
southern area of P:,lau Lagoon, Western
Cuolincs, on M:trch 30, 1944." J.t. Finger
w:,s kill ed in action April 21, 1944.
Mrs. Lester Gilbert (Janeuc Aline
Bi-im, Jiploma 1910) is teaching the fifth
and :o.ixth grndcs at Stockland while hc-r
husband is stationed overseas.
M rs. Elsie B:1rnes Hallida)' (<liploma
19-1 0) 1e.1ches in a three-room rural school
neM Edwai-ds\•ille.
Mr!i. l ester E. King (Rhod,l VanHuss,
<.kgrcc 1940) lives :i.t Wilmington, 0.,
and te:iches in :1 small high school at Port
\'(l illi:un, 0.
Cpl. Katherine J. Knudsen ( 1935-40)
won her c:i.p as a ph)'siothcrapy apprentice
at Law!ion General Hospi tal in Janu:H)'·
She then w3s assigned to the clinic of
Moore Gcnernl Hospital, Swann:mo,
N. C., as a physiotherapy aide, where she
was to be commissioned a second Iicutenant :1ftcr three months' service.
Lt. Howard \VI. Leigh (degree 19-1 0)
now is st:i.tioncd in Fedala, French Mo•
rocco, :i.t the North African air transport
com1n:10J division's non-co1ninissioncd
officers· school. J.t. Leigh recently rc<civeJ word of the birth of a son.
Capt. Lester J. Litwillcr (1938•40) recently completed an advanced course of
instruction in instrument pilot ti-aining
at the Lubbock Arm)' Air Field l nstiuctoi-s' School and returned to his ba'ie at
f t. Worth, Tex.• to train othci- flici-'i in
:111-wcathea: instrument flring. The new
school, designed to save Jives of pilots
facing inclement weather. was established
:carl)r in 19-15 anJ is the second •.uch
school to be organized. Most of the instructo1·s in the school and 95 percent of
1hc studen t officers arc vcter:m combat
pilots.
Mrs. Avery J.. Mo ntgomery ( I.aVcne
Leach, dcgi-ce 19-1 0), who formcdy uught
at Oak .Park, now serves as :in instructor
in the Glencoe Public Schools. Her l·.usb:tnd, who was graduated from ISNU in
1941, recent!)' w:i.s s:iven a discharge from
militarr scr\'ice ;:1.ftcr prolonged ho!ipital.
iz;:1.tion.

Pfc. Gerald Newcomb ( 1938-40) of
Wood River has been reported as missing
in :1ction in G<'rmany since :March 7 1 ac•
cording to wor<l received b)' his wife. H e
was a member of an infantry division of
Patton·s T hird Army and saw his 6rst
action in Luxembourg. Pvt. Newcomb
entered military service in Apri l 1944 and
was sent overse::is in October.
M;ijoi- l-farolJ K. Ring (degree 1940)
spc·nt a lea\'e with his wife and pai-ents
during March, :1f1cr returning from more
th:m thrc·c )'CMS of duty in the Pacific
:1rl·:1. M.1jor 'Ring reported to Miami
lk.1ch, Fla., fur reassignment, where he
hopeJ to s<:<: his brother, l.t. f.li De\•ere
Hin~ (1937-•i0) , who h<:;1cls a N:1,•:tl T rai ning School there.
Miss Esther L. Vannice (Jcgrc-c 19140)
recentl)' was iniriarc<l into the lambda
di:ipler of SiJ;ma Delta Pi, national
honorarr socict)' a.t the Uoivcrsity of
Illinois. 1'-fembership in the socjety is
limited to studen ts making high m:uks
in Spanish studies.
l.clloy Br:mdt (d<grec 194 1), Y}-C,
p.Hticipated in 1hc battle of Iwo Jim::i.
In tile Nav)' since Novembei- 1943, he
furrnerl)' taught at .M aroa.
William Geor1;e Chase (1938·1 1) was
.i.:.raduated fr(lm the Army Air Field at
Columbus, Miss., March 11, and coinmis,ionl"J a. second lil"uten:mt in the Ann)'
J\ii- Corps.
Flo)'d Covill (dcgrc·c 194 1) w:1s pl"O•
motc:d from the rank of ensign to tha1 of
lieutenant, junior srade, in Februat)', ac•
co rding to word from his wife, the
former .i\lar~arct 1\lary Armstmng (1936·
3Y). They h:1vc one daughter, Barbara
l.)' llll, born Nov. 29, 1944,
E. Brace 1:arnham (1 940-41 ), now an
in,;;tructo r in comba t fl)'ing at S:i.nta Mada.
C.::1 I., has been promoted from the rank of
fir:-t lict1tenant to that of captain. He
returned to the United States from italy
l:,s1 July, after participating in 54 mis•
:-ions ovc-r cncmr territor)'.
Mrs. Hi rnm I.. Jenkins (Nora Marie
Shank. diploma. 19·11) is living at DenvCI",
Colo., whil e her husband is stationed
1hue with the A rm)' Air Force.
I.I. Charles 11. Jungels (1937-il) is
now with the Founh Ferrying Grvup of
ihc Air Tr:1n:-.port Command at Memphis,
T<:nn. On a recent ti-ip to India, he visited
South Ameri<a, Africa, Ambia, and on the
re-turn tri p s~w Cairo, Egrpt, Casablanca,
1the Azores, Newfoundland, Iceland, and
1.ahrador. J\lrs. Jungels (Mildred Theis,
THE ALUMNI QUARTER LY
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degree 1941 ) is living with her pa:ents
at G ranite City.
A son was born to Mrs. lvfcrlin h.fartin
April 28 in Bloomini-;ton. Her hush:llld,
Sgt. Merlin M artin (19-10--11 ) was killed

in action . in Germany Ap ril 9. He h:1.d
been o,,crsc:i.s for six weeks.
i\·fr. :rnd Mrs. Chclse,t R. Marx :irt the
parents of a son, Chelsea Ronald, born
December 11 :1t Amarillo, Tex. Mrs. Marx
is the former Lois Goedde (degree 19-fl ).
Russell

J. McBride (1939-·H) wa s pro-

moted Crom the rank of second lieutenant
to t h:\t of first lieutenant in ?,.farch. He is

assigned to Robins Field, G.t., as assist.1nt
chief o f the Special Service Branch.

Robert H. Mitchell ( 1939-41 ) was promoted to the rnnk of major from that of

captain in January. Only 23 yc:lrs ol-::1, he
served three years in the southwest P.tcific
theater of war and was commander of :t
flight squ:1dron th:lt s;1w :1nion on Leyte,
Bataan, :tnd Lm:on.
T-4 Vir gil Newlin (degree 19•11) in
FcbruH)' sent to Dr. Lathrop of the g~1)~rnphy department ;in at lns obtained in Germany. Written in German, the book contained Grrm~rn mJps ,A the enti re wcrld.

T-Sgt. J oseph A. Silvoso (degree 194 1)
now wea rs a silver batt le star o n his the•
atcr rihhon, denoting particip,ttion in five
niajor campai~m. He is with a veteran
fi~hter gwup of the Twelfth Air F◊r(e,
which holds a war department unit citntion for outst,rndin.g performance of dut}',
\Xlhile 0V('r~ca~ for more tha n two ye:1rs,
Sgt. Sil voso has served in North Afric;1.
S:1rdini;'l. Corsic1, and lt:.lr.
Mrs. William Whitehouse (Dorothy
Mc Fadden, degree 1941) of P:1xton writes
that her hu!'h:md, Lt. \"v'ill iam \"v'hitchousc ( dcp:rce 1941), is on Lm:on in th('
J'h ilippine Islands. He holds the comh:1t
infantl'y b.idge and is with a division that
started its fourth year overseas in A!~ri l.
The Whitehouscs h:1ve one dat1,i;;htcr,
D otty Kay, age hvo.
Lt. and ~frs. J. L. A ll dridg.e :1re the
parents of a son, born April 1 in Bloomington. J.t. Alldridgc, who is stationed
in the Philippines, was a student at Norma l during 1936-38, 19'10-'12.
Capt. Charles E. Brokaw (1939•42) is
now a~sistant coinmandin;.; officer of c,1m.
bat pilot returnees at Aloe Field, Victo•
ria, Tex.
J ames H. Carnahan (l926-4 2), who re•
turned frorn two years of foreign service
with the American Red Cross in February,
w;'ls appointed director of first .:tid, w ,lter
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S:l.fctr, and accident prevention for the
Chica_go chapter.

Lt. (j.g.) Delmar l'agerburg ( 1938-12) ,
""ho h:ts completed two tours of missions
in the Jl:Ki fic, returned to the St:l.les in
April. While in the Pacific he md l t.
L:1rry Kind red (dtgree 19.12) and lt.
Arth ur O"Byrne (degree 19-11), both o f
the ?-.farine Corps. l.t. l~:i:.cerburg reported
to the Nav:i:I Air St:ttion at Jacksonville,
Fl.1., fol\owin~ his lc:l.ve.
Shi rky El d~r (diplom:i: 1942) is a se:1m:1n, scclmd cbss, in the Co:tst Guard a nd
st:1t ioncd ;H Cleveland, 0 .
l.t. Glenn L Field i ng (1940-42 ) rt•
cently returned from England, where he
Aew :-o missions :i:s a ?vfustang fighter
pilot He has been as$igned :l.S an instructor tu the 'tl.f:lr:ino B:1sic Flying School
1war Tucson, Ariz.
S-S,L:t. :rnd Mrs. Dayle E Ga rrett :He
1he p:1rcnts of twin girls, K,t ren Sue and
Sh:1nin T.ou. born April 26 at Newport
News, V;t. Sgt. G:i:rrctt (dc·grec 19'12 )
is st.itio:\C'd at T.angle}' Field .
:Mrs. H('n Goc,:pfert ( Rosal ie L. Piu man.
d c·,c.ree 19-12) is !'<'rvin,::: as priv:1te S<'<rt'·
1arr h.' :.w .1ffirial of the Hummer !\Ltnuf:icturin.~ Cn., ;1 foctOI'}' branch of l\f:1n1 g1,mc·ry \Xfard in Springfield .
Fr:i:nk C. Hack man (dq~rec 19.12) . S1-C.

in ft:bru,1rr w;'ts n,uned honor man <1f his
class w hen graduated from the Fire Contro l School ,H the U. S. N:.1val Tr.tining
Ccn1<·r :lt ~:111 Diego, C:11., with .to average
of 9'> rc-rccnt. Before cnterin,i:; service,
Sc;1111;1n Hackman 1:1u~ht in the hi.ch
sdwPI at \'(/a tcrman.
Lt. Ralph J. H oup.hton ( 19-fl-42 ) "is•
itcd the alumni office in April after returnin~ to the Un ited States from Moscow. Ht: w.1s reported as missing in ac•
ti()n Dccemher 19, then called a prisoner
of the Germ:ws, hut l;iter escaped durins
the Russi:in drive. J.t. Houghton we nt
o\'crsc:1s in Octob er 194,1.

C. Sp. Eugene Keltner (1939-42), who
h:-:s bctn stationed in England and France
for more th:1n 20 months, spent a }('ave
wi th his wife (Lois Eyer, 1939-42) and
son Midl:lcl duri n~ the latter p:trt of
Ap ril h1.:fore reporting to Quonset P11in1,
'R. !. Thi" w ;1s the first time he had ~('en

his

so11.

Mrs. J. H . Linn ( l.:1ur;1 J ean ~fu nd1,
1939--12) pl:im to work tow:i:rd a master's
dcgrc·c at the· Un i vers it}' o f Iowa next foll.
Her hu!'h;md, who was graduated from
ISNU in 1939, is a musician, first class,
in the N:tV)' :1nd a member of Admiral

Nimitz.' ban d, stationed at Guam . The
Lions h:l\'e o ne son, J ames, Jr., 15 months

old.
Miss Geneva Meers (degre 1942) is
doing ,craduate wo rk in l:nglish at North•
w(.·!'tern U11ivtr$ity.

Childes E. Morp hew ( degree 1942) has
accc·ptcd a p0sition as .i;eography in structor in the high school :1t J ackson, J.1:ich.,
for the coming year. M rs. Morphew
(Jane Shields, degree 1941) will accom•
pan}' her husband to Jackson and sen·c as
:1 substitute teacher i n the public schools.
Mr. t.•forphew lrns betn teaching social
science :1t the Norm:l. l Communit}' H igh
School, while M rs. 1'·f orphcw served as
history and geogrnph)• instructor at the
\Xl:1shin~ton Junior H igh School fo
Bloomi ngton.
Mr. nnd Mrs. J oh n Et1rl P erring arc
livin.c:: ::t Baltimore, :rvtd., wh crt he is emplo)red hr the Glenn l.. 1vfartin Co., airpl;inc manufacturers. Tht)' have one
daughter, Cnro lee Ann, who is nearly a
year old. Mrs. Perring is the former
Reva Finfro<:k (de.r;rtt 1912) . :Mr. Perring
:tttendc·d ISNU durin,:. 1938-·11.
T.t. Rid1ard Peyton (19•10-<12) is now
loc:1trd in the- Harmon General Hospital
at T.on~vi(·w. T ex. He rcCC'ntly w:1$ returned tv the St:.1tcs after receiving a leg
injur)' while in Bc-lJ:::ium with the Ninth
Air FMcc·.
Cpl. Maryellen Ryan (19-11-42), who
has been uverse.1s since sometime in J:.rnll.lf)' 19.1.-1, w as awarded t he good conduct
me<b i rccentl)' · She- j5 ;'It htaclquar ters o f
the Soulhra:-t Asia Command, K.tnd}',

Cq·lon.
Cpl. I rvin Seelye (19}8-42), who has
hccn hospitalized si nce hcing scriuusl1•
woundell in the Nornl;tnd)' invasion. txpects ro be disch:1rgcd from the Arm)'
!'0011. A p:tratrooper, he w:1s se riously
injured b}• n shell explosion when he
jumped on invasion day.
1.t. (j. g.) D o nald L. W eism ann, :1 mcmher of the ISNU art d epartment facuJty
durin_i:: 1940-42, visited in Norma l during
April. when he rcturn<'d fro m a year's
duty in the P:Kific. Lt. W eismann re•
ported to Grea t Lakes for rtassignment.

Lt. C lifford A. Wigi:ers (1939-/42) is a

or

fir:-t pilot
a 8 -29 st,\linned at Geneva,
Nc·h. He c·xpc-cts to ,c.o overseas soon.
l.t . \X/i lliam C. Calvin (194 1-43) has
hec·n awJrdl·d the air med,tl for meri torious :i<:hicvcmcnt in :1cri:1 I combat. He is
a co-pilot on :1 15th AAF, B-17 F lying
Fortrc-ss b:1sed in Ital)'.
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Allen Harry Campbell ( 1940-43) was
graduated from the Naval Air Training

Base at Corpus Christi, Tex., in March

Marriages

and commissioned an ensign in the U. S.
Naval Reserve .

.Pvt. Dallas M. Cawley ( 1942-43) of
Eureka has been missing in action in Belgium since December 19. He was with an
airborne medical division and had seen
service in England, France, Holland, and
Belgium. He first landed in France by
glider on D-Day.
Pfc. George B. Curtiss (1942-43) returned to the United States in J\farch
from the Aleutians. After a furlough, he
reported to Ft. Sheridan for reassignment.
James R. Delap (1942-43) of Forrest,
pharm:lcist mate, third class, on an aircraft carrier, was reported missing in action by the Navy the second week in April. He entered the Navy April 17, 1943,
took boot training at Great Lakes, and
had seen action in both the Atlantic and
Pacific.
Lt. William Howard (1941-43) has
been missing in action over Germany since
April 7, according to word received by
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Howard
of Farmer City. Lt. Howard was a pilot
on a Flying Fortress and had been overseas since November 1944. Promoted to
the rank of first lieutenant in Februa ry,
he had ffown 22 missions over Nazi-held
te rritory.

Floyd R. Howell (1939-43) completed
his bombardier training March 22 and
was commissioned a second lieutenant at

the Carlsbad, N. M., Army Air Field.
Lawrence Irvin, business manager at
ISNU during 1938-43, now statio n ed in
France with the American Red Cross. recently visited in London, England, where
he met his twin brother, Maurice, as well
as Capt. Robert B. Darley (degree 1937),
a close friend and former resident of
Bloomington. Mr. Irvin joined the Red
Cross in April 1943 and was locate-l in
North Africa and Italy before going to
France.

Pvt. Joyce Jacobs ( 1940·43) of the
WAC medical division is receiving laborat ory technician training at the William
Beaumont General H ospital at EI Paso ,
Tex.
Lt. James H. Morgan (1941-43) arrived
in Italy sometime during March with the
Fifteenth Army Air Force. He is a bombardier on a B-1 7 bomber and received
his commission Jast July at Big Spring,
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Thelma J . Van Ness (1926-27) to Frank L. Breen. At home Bloomington.
Ar lene Houg ham (1929-30) to Earl Bane. At home Arrowsmith.
Elsie Venemore Bell (diploma 1932) to Louis M. Cavaletti. At home Chirngo.
Marjorie Metz ( 1932-33) to Alan F . Royer. At home _Chicago.
Dorochy E. Chapm an (degree 1933) to Cpl. Louis K. Cramton. At home Miam i
Beach, Fla.
Lavon Amidon (diploma 1934) to Pfc. Howard F. Wilcox. At home Chicago.
Mary Veronica Williams (diploma 1935) to S-Sgt. Marvin Whiteman. At home
Joliet.
Esther R ingland (degree 1936) to Frederich Mehl. At home Vancouver, Wash.
Margaret Bernice Whitney (193S-36) to Sgt. Major William A. Richards, Jr.
At h ome Ph il adelphia, Pa.
Mabel Davis (diploma 1938) to T-Sgt. J ohn A. Hofreiter. At home Bartonville.
Virginia Louise Gibbs (1937-38) to Cpl. Gene Taylor. At home Peori;t,
Thelma Allen (1938-39) to Harold Barclay. At home Stanford .
Florence Bruner (1938-39) to 1st Sgt. Russell Adams (1938-39) . At home
Kempton.
Huth Miriam Ha rber (diploma 1939) to lt. Charles E. V o land. At home Streator.
Frances Trego (diploma 1939) to I.eo E. Hill. At home D anville.
Bernice Classon (degree 1940) to Lt. Charles Gerald Garrison (1939-43). At
home Newark.
Robert W. Cory (1936-37, 1939-40) , Y 1-C, to Marie Reiben. At home Philadelphia, Pa.
S-Sgt. Harold Hamer (1939•40) to Luella A rnold. At home Camp Le Jeune,
N. C.
Eval>•nc Ammons (degree 1941) to Sgt. Norman Wineant. At home Grand
Junction, Colo.
John W. Catlin, Jr. (1938-41), PhM 1-C, lo Nelle Lorenc Bretz. At home La
Jolla, Cal.
Cpl. William C. Hoffbuhr (1938-41) to Janey Ray Hughes. At home New
Orleans, la.
Barbara Jeanne Mann (diploma 1941) to Major Robert 0. Fricks. At home
Montgomery, Ala.
Matilda Park (degree 1941) to Pfc. Charles E. Sohl, Jr. At home Urbana.
Lt. Henry F. Weekley (degree 1941) to Armada M. Cello. At home Miami
Beach, Fla.
Ph)'llis Jeanne Baker (1940-42) to Sgt. Robert K. Taylor. At ho me South Philadelphia, Pa.
Rosemary Bess (1941-42) to Sgt. William P. Freeman. At home Washington,

D. C.
1.t. Glenn L. Ficldinp; (1940-42) to Kay Feuerbacher. At ho me Tucson, Ariz.
Hope Jones (degree 1942) to Lt. Daniel S. Ma rtin. At home Lakeland, Pb.
Eleanor Koehler (diploma 1942) to Weldon Conger. At home Sibley.
Vivian Lou Nicho ls (1941 -42) to Donald Drake. At home D ecatur.

Tex. Mrs. Morgan (Meriel Cornwell,
1941-43) lives at Dee r Cree k.

Rid,ard Osner (1942-43), QM 3-c, on
an aircraft carrier writes that his first
glimpse o f a south sea island was very
disappointing. This, he found, was not at
al I as it should be, according to movies
and books.

S-Sgt. Stephen Paynic (1942-43), an
Army Air Force gunner, arrived in Jtaly
1:-tst fall. He has flown in temperatures
as low as 50 degrees below zero on mis•
sions lasting up to eight ho urs. Typica l
targets that he has helped blast are Vienna , Munich, Linz, Blechhammer, and Brux.
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Alumni News Exchange
Lawrence Rouse (degree 1943) was
wounded in the right shoulder while i n
action with General Patton's Third Army
in Germany during Apri l and is being
treated at a hospital in England.
,Pfc. Charles Samuel Stubbs (1941-43)
of Bloomington, reported missing in action in Germany December 2 L and jater
known to have been a prisoner, was released from a prison camp in April. Pvt.
Stubbs entered service in March 1943 and
was shipped overseas in October 1944,
He was at a hospital plant when he called
his parents to tell of his release.
T-Sgt. Calvin R. Teel (1942-43) recently returned to his squadron after crashlanding in the Adriatic Sea. where he
spent three hours on a life raft. A few
weeks before the crash-landing Sgt. Teel
and his crew were forced down in J ugoslavia; and although they landed in Allied terri tory, it took them five days to
return to their base.
William F. Turner (degree 1943) recently was promoted from the rank of
ensign to that of lieutenant, junior grade.
He has been stationed in the South .Pacific
for more than a year.
Miss Betty Farnham (degree 1944) has
accepted a position as stewardess with the
United Airlines.
Ensign William Hodge (1941-44) is
deck officer and company censor on an
LSM in the Pacific. He pa rticipated in the
Lingayen Gulf invasion this spring.
M rs. 0 . W. Holtman (LaVerne H anks,
degree 1944) has taken over the work of
Mrs. Albert Trumpy (Jeanetre Short, degree 1943) at the Vandalia High School.
Mrs. Trumpy was granted a leave of absence for the last eight weeks of the
school year.
Lt. (j.g.) and M rs. John V. Roberts
are the parents of a daughter, L1urel
Anne, born April 15 at Urbana. Mrs. Roberts (Lor raine Janda, degree 1944) has
been studying toward a master's degree at
the University of Illinois, while Lt. Roberts (degree 1942) is at Yorktown, Va.,
at a mine warfare school.
Stanley Trembacki (degree 1944),
St-CRT, entered mi litary service in March
and is stationed at Great Lakes. He had
been teaching at Pekin.
Miss Dorothy Wesrwood (degree 1944)
lives at Santa Margarita, Cal., and teaches
in the public schools of San Luis Obispo.
She states there is an atmosphere of in-

MJ\Y, 1945

..
Marriages

Eva Katherine Cox (degree 1944) to S-Sgt. Joseph Bond Corder. At home Great
Falls, Mont.
Lena Marie Croft (degree 1944) to Lt. Wil liam 0. Wissma n. At home San Antonio, Tex.
Emilie Dutczak (degree 1944) to Cpl. J ohn Fialka. At home Chicago.
LaNora Hood (degree 1944) to Floyd R. Bingham, MMM 3-C. At home Urbana.
June Lorraine Jaeger (degree 1944) to Thomas Ea rl Patchett, Jr. At home
Brockton.
Lois J ahnke (degree 1944) to Robert P. Campbell (degree 1943), S 1-C. At
home Bainbridge. Md.
Betty VonAllmen (degree 1944) to Ensign George Edward Pesuth (1943-44) .
At home Cambridge, Mass.
Bruce E. McDonald (degree 1944) to Nancy J . Gay. At hom e Streator.
Mary Marjorie Sullivan (degree 1944) to Arthur Daniels Nafziger. At home
Danvers.
l~athryn Adcock (1944-45) to T ennyson Jen kins, CRM. At home Normal.
1:rances Durham (1941•45) to Pvt. Dean Henderson. At home Normal.
Katherine Hemmele (1944-45) to Lt. Gene Petersen. At home Bloomingto n.
Ruth Lorene Spalding ( 1941-45) to Ensign Dwight Dennis ( 1940-43) . At home
Normal.
Lt. (j.g .) Leonard W. Mueller (degree 1942) to Rosemary 'Raub. At home Cairo.
Gaynobelle Rec<! (1941-42), S 1-C, to Thomas Driggs, S 1-C. At home !.ong
Beach, Cal.
Maurine Rehn (1940-42) to Sammie German. At home Kewanee.
Ensign Allen Harry Campbell (1940-43) to Irine Cecelia Haycraft. At hume
Atlanta, Ga.
Marian Grace DePew (degree 1943) to Capt. Frederick J. Gallagher . At home
Miami, Fla.
Mary Rose Draper (1941-43) to Pvt. Robert T. Hogan. At home Pratt, Kans.
Mary Frances Graden (degree 1943) to Maynard Benning. At home Raymond.
Juanita E. H ancock (degree 1943) to Cpl. Martin Van Winkle. At home N ormal.
f.mily Frances Ho rn (1942-43) to Arthur E. Hieronymus (1942-43). At home
Atl anta.
Ruth Millicmt Hosrettler (1941-43) to Shirley W interroth (194 2-43), AOM
2-C. At ho me Lake City, Fla.
Helen T. McC!ernon (degree 1943) to Robert B. Frandsen, PhM 1-C. At home
Bloomington.
Sh irley Ann Mellor (1942-43) to J ohn S. Smith. At home Peoria.
Janette A. Pfanz (degree 1943) to S-Sgt. Niilo Kallio. At home Pekin.
Janet Thompson (degree 1943) to Pvt. Jack Carter. At home Thawville.
Mabel Volle (1942-43) to Victor M. Buth. At home D ecatur.
Audrey Jane White (diploma 1943) to Ensign J. L. Walt~n. At home Belleville.
J oanna Bailey (1943-44) to Pvt. Haro ld Sparks. At home El ,Paso.
Ensign Harvey Black ( 1943-44) to Ruby Lee Warner. At home Cambridge,
Mass.

formali ty about the schools there, not
only in relations between pupils and
teachers but in all branches of personnel
and educational activities. ,Miss W est•
wood belongs to the Civil Air Patrol and
at present is studying air navigation.
Miss Constance DrinHaus, who completed the work for a degree at JSNU in

J anuary, has been teaching commercial
subjects in the Piper City Community
High School this semester.
Miss Nadine Wood, who completed
work for her degree at ISNU in January,
has been teaching English and civics the
past semester at the Lemont Townshi p
High School.
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To the Navy

Q11arterly-67 letters from Red Birds in service appeared in
the alumni magazine.

ERE'S a salute to the Navy for carrying on a college
training program, for including ISNU among colleges
offering the program. As the Navy V-12 Unit at Normal prepares to leave, the University community already
begins to feel its loss.

4. Alumni helped prevent a cut in the Illinois teachers
college budget by expressing their objections to the state
Budgetary Commission.

H

The sailor lads at ISNU are gentlemen, yet human. They
go about their daily routine in a business-like way. Shouldering books with cheery smiles, they step lively through the
corridors, keep the campus humming from the first bugle
call to dark. Loyalty to University customs and activities
marks their stay here-although assignments to ISNU have
come through personal choice to only a handful of some
600 trainees.
T wo years ago skeptics predicted verbal clashes and street
brawls when the order for training apprentice seamen arrived. There was the question of whethe r the University
would assimilate the Navy or the Navy would assimilate the
University. "What kind of influence will !hey have on the
rest of the students>" people speculated. "Some are to come
from the fleet!"
But wholesale cooperation between the seamen and civilian students in all types of University projects long since
removed such doubts. The Navy men win sports awards,
the Navy men play in dramatic productions, the Navy men
hold class offices, the Navy men receive scholastic honors,
the Navy men represent ISNU in speech contests- alongside the other students. In fact, the trainees show only goodnatured adherence to a rigid routine together with eagerness
for the extracurriculars in college life.
Some Red Birds in military service write back, "Thanks
to the Navy for carrying on." ISNU coeds sigh, " It'll be
different-without the Navy." Faculty members admit
they're going to miss the seamen. Even people of the community wonder what this area will be like when the sailor
lads leave. And the consensus of opinion seems to be that
if we had to have a war, it's great a small part of the Navy
was stationed here.

5. Some 855 alumni in military service last fall returned
to the alumni office questionnaires giving data about their
post-war plans.
6. The ISNU Homecoming was well attended- with Red
Birds in uniform present from all parts of the globe.
7. Ten ISNU clubs held meetings at Chicago, Belleville,
Streator, Kankakee, Taylorville, Monticello, Peoria, Joliet,
Bloomington, and St. Petersburg, Fla. T he Decatur ISNU
Club held two meetings. Alumni in Knox and Warren
Counties held a first meeting. The !SNU Trippers' Club
held its annual outing in Chicago.
8 . One hundred fifty-five alumni in military service
signed the guest register in the alumni office between Septernber and May.
9. The Alumni Association again sponsored a student
assembly, presertled an alumni award, and for the first time
invited the g raduating seniors to be guests at the alumni
luncheon.
10. Service men and women expressed wide appreciation
for University publications- the Christmas greetings, ISNU
News Letters, the Quarterly, and V-mails for those overseas.
11. Class reunions were organized with the help of capable chairmen, and June 4 promises to bring a large number
of alumni to the campus for the reunions, alumn i luncheon,
and Commencement program.

So it's been a busy year.

Celebrate V-J Day

"T
Moving Ahead
LUMNI interest in the University this year has been
A expressed
in many ways.
1. More than 250 former students joined the Alumni

Association last fall in response to a special appeal for n~w
members.
2. The Alumni Association for the first time sponsored
the publication of a small bulletin entitled "Dear Freshman"
for beginning students at !SNU.
3. Fourteen alumni contributed articles to the A/11mni
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HE dizzy pace of the war in recent weeks and days has
been incredible and it's g reat news, of course, but
what a happier day it will be when we can celebrate
V-J Day.. . .. "

That's an excerpt from a letter showing the way most Red
Bird s in the armed forces write. They can't let down. The
war for them isn't over. It has halted only on one front.
If they aren't scheduled for service in the Pacific, their pals
arc. And when they speak of service, they know what the
word means.

It's nice to look forward to a post-war period at ISNU,
still we need to remember the war's not over till the last
Red Bird who can come home gets here.
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Directory of ISNU Club Officers
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY
President, Ralph Schick, 404 N . Goodwin, Urbana;
Vice-President, .Miss Ruth L. ,Paine, 506 S. Gregory,
Urbana; Secretary, Mrs. Glen Tilbury, 312 E. Washington, Urbana; Treasurer, Miss Dorothy Anderson,
111 E. Chalmers, Champaign.
CHICAGO CLUB
President, Lynn Watson, 9664 Schiller Blvd., Franklin
Park ; Vice.J>resident, Mrs. H. H . Saar, 743 N. Central, Chicago~ Secretary-Treasurer, ,Miss Lois Whitaker, 2031 S. Fifth, Maywood; Assistant SecretaryTreasurer, Mrs. Arthur Zilm, 2031 S. ,fifth, Maywood. Executive Board members: Miss Amelia
Hirshi, Miss Myra Kohler, Miss Mildred Weckesser,
Merle Kauffman, Dewey Fristoe, J. L Sullivan.
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
Preside nt, Miss Darlene Speagle, Edinburg; Vice-President, ,Miss Charlene Paul, 101 Sherman St., .Pana;
Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Dorothy Harms, Taylorville.
DEW ITT COUNTY
Secretary, Mrs. Chesley A. Isaacs, 400 W. South St.,
Clinton; Treas urer, Mrs. Winnifred Rho:ides, 623
W. Main St.• Clinton.
FORD COUNTY
Treasurer, Mrs. Opal Brinkman King, Melvin.
IROQUOIS COUNTY
President, Miss Miriam Sayler, Watseka; Vice-President, 'M
. iss Thelma Hausman, Gil man; SecretaryTreasurer, Mrs. Robert G. Hofmeister, Crescent City,
KANE COUNTY
President, Harold M eyer, R. R. 3, Box 686, Aurora ;
Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Val Solyom, 871 Larkin
Ave,. Elgin.

MC LEAN COUNTY
President, Mrs. Louis Flinspach, Bloomington; VicePresident, t,.,(iss Lo is Green, Bloomington; Second
Vice-President, ,M iss Clara Kepner, Normal; Secretary, Mrs. Harvey Stiegelmeier, Normal; Treasu rer,
Raphael Freehill, Bloomington; Historian, Ronald
Lemme, Bloomington. Representatives : AnchorTheodore Abell, Arrowsmith- Mrs. James Builta,
Bellflower- M rs. T helma Kumler, Carlock-Mrs.
Vernon Smith, Chenoa- Robert Walker, ColfaxMiss Harriet Lopem:10 1 Cooksville--Miss Gertrude
Kerber, Danvers-Gerald Kuster, Downs-Miss
Marjorie Brining, Ellsworth- Mrs. Frances Killian,
Gridley- J oseph Satterfield, Heyworth- O scar W .
Osborne, LeRoy-L. A..McKean, Lexington- Mrs.
Claude K insella, M cl ean-Mrs. Verne Thomas, Saybrook- Jeffry Power, Shirley- Mrs. Lafayette Funk,
Stanford- Mrs. Carol Nafziger, T owanda- Mrs.
Robert A. Peden.
PEORIA COUNTY
President, Miss Maria Crowley, 109 N . Perry, Peoria;
Vice-President, Louis B. Jeckel, Glasford; Secretary,
Miss Mary J. Baty, 921 Linn, Peoria; Treasurer, Miss
Dorothy Granneman, 705 Bigelow, Peoria.
.PIATT COUNTY
President, Mrs. Emileen Evans, Monticello; Vice-President, Mrs. Anna Warren, White Heath ; SecretaryTreasurer, .Mrs. J. J. Copeland, Cerro Gordo.
ST. CLAl1l COUNTY
President, Harold V. Calhoun, 306 N. Douglas, Belleville; Vice-President, Mrs. Elmer Gass, 518 S. Douglas, Belleville; Secretary-Treasurer, August F. Joellen•
beck, Mascoutah.

KANKAKEE COUNTY
President, Miss Josephine Mathews, .Bradley; SecretaryT rea.surer, Miss Edith Redfield, Stuebbin School,
Kankakee.

SANGAMON COUNTY
President, George W. Wright, Box 974, SpringfieJd;
Vice-President, Bruce Wheeler, 1928 S. W alnut,
Springfield; Treasurer, Miss T helma Har t, 2303 S.
15th St. , Springfield.

KNOX-W.ARREN COUNTIES
Committee: LeRoy J. Donaldson, 142 N. Arthur Ave.,
Galesburg, Chai rman; Mrs. Reuben Olson, 657 N.
Kellogg, Galesburg; Miss Barbara Engberg, Knoxville.

TAZEWELL COUNTY
.President, Ward G. Grund}', Morton; Secretary, Mrs.
Frank Ro binson, Morton; Treasurer, Miss :Mildred
L. Jabsen, 703 Washington, Pekin.

LASALLE COUNTY
President, Miss Evelyn Durham, 9 Gridley Pl., Ottawa;
Vice-President, Miss Win ifred G. Ryan, 1114 E. Wilson St., Streator; Secretary, Miss Lorene Brandner,
334 Clark: St., Marseilles; Treasurer, Edward B. Corbin, LaSalle.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY
Vice-President, Miss Elizabeth St-errenberg, Chatsworth;
Secretary-Treasurer, M iss Lola West, Dwight.
LOGAN COUNTY
President, Lara Hardin, 435 N. Union, Lincoln.
M ACON COUNTY
President, Miss Ruth Bane, 325 W . North St., Decatur;
Vice..President, Mrs. Florence White, 2285 E. Main,
Decatur ; Secretary, Miss Ruth Ann Shepard, 408
W . .Main, Decatur~ Treasurer, Edwin Pearson, High
School, Decatur.
MACOUPIN COUNTY
MAD ISON COUNTY
Vice..President, M rs. Orville Brunjes, 10 1 W. First St.,
H artford; Secretary, .Mrs. Fred Weber, 333 W .
Union, Edwardsville; Treasurer, Miss Laurine .Pier•
son, 949 Hale Ave., Edwardsville.

VERMILION COUNTY
,President, Miss Frances Hall, 807 Grant St., Danville;
Vice-President, Miss Inez Mauck, 2701 N . Vermilion,
Danville; Secretary, Miss Frieda Giese, 404 N . G ilbert, Danville; Treasurer, Ed Wheeler, Danville.
WILL COUNTY
President, Miss Miriam Manchester, 11 S. Eastern,
J oliet; Vice- President, Miss Vivian Sallenbach,
600 Wheeler, Joliet; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs .
.Philip H. Slocum, 11 S. Cagwin, Jo liet. Executive
Board members: Miss Marian Waterbury, JoJiet;
Mrs. 'Robert Martin, Joliet.
SOUTHEASTERN
CLEVELAND, OH IO
Secretary-Treasurer, .M iss Esther Hicke}', 15614 Scottsdale, Shaker Heights, 0 .
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
President, .M rs. Jessie Peasley Scott, 101 2 Fifth St., N.,
St. Petersburg (December-March); Vice-President,
H. E. Waits, 1027 Fifth St., N., St. J>etersbu rg ;
Secretary, M iss Bessie Spencer, 5565 21st Ave., SE,
St. Petersburg.

Illinois State Normal University Alumni Association Officers
Acting P resident- W illiam Small, Petersburg

Vice-President-Vernon L. Nickell, Springfield

Secretary - Treasurer- Mrs. C. H . Adolph, Normal

